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Start 

Welcome 
Welcome to WizReport XL, the most innovative reporting application on the market today.  It is 
powerful enough to produce extremely sophisticated reports but friendly enough for the beginner. 
With Excel as the key component, a multitude of real-world reporting needs are solved 
effortlessly.  Developed with Microsoft’s latest COM technology, the Report Designer, Collector 
and Scheduler seamlessly manage Excel’s resources, with Excel either in the foreground or in the 
background.  The net result is a reporting system that offers interactive or automated data 
collection, manages worksheet updates in the background, automatically prints reports, publishes 
your results on the web and much more. 

About this Manual 
This document provides a roadmap.  It is foremost a practical guide, but also introduces you to the 
philosophy behind WizReport XL and presents a methodology to develop your reports in the most 
efficient manner.  This manual starts with a description of installation, followed by an overview.  
It then splits into a number of roadmaps for different data sources.  For each major data source 
(relational database, real-time system, historian or the native aggregate database), a separate 
chapter guides you from creating concepts through the design and report generation to the final 
distribution. 
The final chapters discuss troubleshooting and technical support. 

Reference Documents and Source Material 
A number of information sources outside of this user guide have been provided.  They include: 
Reference Guide, available in PDF format, downloaded from the website, or installed from the 
CD.  This document contains the specific details for each of the programs supported. 
Data Server Guide, available in PDF format, downloaded from the website, or installed from the 
CD.  This document contains the specific details for each of the HMI, Scada, Historian and 
Database systems supported. 
Tutorial, available in PDF format, downloaded from the website, or installed from the CD.  This 
document contains a step-by-step tutorial for developing and deploying reports.  We advise every 
new user to become familiar with the tutorial. 
Online Help, embedded in all programs.  The online help system is context sensitive, providing 
the appropriate information when called for. 
Sample Reports, installed with the product.  The sample reports provide a varied assortment of 
report types, highlighting the majority of functionality available.  Sample reports are found in the 
Input folder. 
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System Requirements 
Minimum Hardware 

• Pentium Class 
• 128 MB of RAM 
• 100 MB of hard drive space 
• SVGA at 800x600 

Recommended Hardware 
• Pentium®III 500 MHz or higher 
• 256 MB of RAM 
• XGA at 1024x768 or higher 

Operating System Requirements 
• Windows 95/98, Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows2003 Server 
• Microsoft Excel 97, 2000, XP or later 

Software Installation 

Setting Up 
Before installing on your system, it is recommended that you close all other applications.  If you 
are reinstalling, you should first uninstall the previous version before you go ahead with this 
installation. 
Double-click the setup file.  This setup program takes you step by step through the installation.  
You can quit the setup at anytime by selecting Cancel. 

Installing the Report Designer Add-In for Excel 
The Report Designer Add-In provides all the tools you require to design your report. 
The installation program automatically installs the Add-In, which adds the Designer menu to 
Excel’s menu bar of the currently Logged in User.  However, if this failed, or another User also 
needs the Add-In, open Microsoft Excel and select Tools, Add-In.  This opens the Add-Ins 
browser.  Click Browse and locate the file XLRdesign.xla that is in the program’s installation 
directory.  This adds the Designer to the Add-Ins available list. 
Check the box for XLRdesign and select OK to close the Add-Ins browser.  The Designer menu 
option now appears in the Excel menu bar between Window and Help. 
Please note that if you have multiple users who log in and out of your system you may have to 
install the Designer Add-In in Excel for each user. 
You should also install the XLRcore.xla Add-In located in the same directory if it has not already 
been installed. 

Uninstall 
The uninstall program removes WizReport XL from your system quickly and easily.  The uninstall 
program does not remove any of your files, such as templates and schedules. 
There are three options provided: 
Automatic Uninstall 
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The recommended selection!  When you choose to run the automatic uninstall, everything is 
removed including all program files and registry settings.  Report files, function values and 
schedules, however stay. 
Custom Uninstall 
When you choose to run the custom uninstall, a series of options are provided for you in 
uninstalling.  Options are provided for selected private files to remove, selected directories, and 
selected registry keys 
Repair 
When you choose this option, all the files are checked giving you the option of replacing files of 
the wrong version.  All of the program files remain on your system, restored to their original 
configurations. 

Removing the Designer Add-In 
When you uninstall, the Add-In should be automatically removed from Excel.  If this is not the 
case, perform the following procedure to remove the Add-In. 
Open Microsoft Excel.  In Excel, select Tools, Add-Ins.  Locate the Add-In name XLRdesign in 
the Add-In list and uncheck the checkbox.  You are prompted to remove this item from the list.  
Click Yes.  Click OK to return to Excel.  The Designer menu option should no longer appear. 
You should also remove the XLRcore.xla Add-In at this time. 
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Registration 
Until you have registered, you are not able to generate reports.  There are two methods of 
registration.  The first is via a hardware key provided by your supplier.  This automatically 
registers you.  Failing the hardware key, you can register by receiving a software key after 
installation.  The following describes registering via software key. 
To register, open the Registration program. 

 
The Status section contains information about the registration status of your system.  As well as 
your serial number, version and service pack installed. 
The Options section contains the enable status for options available. 

Evaluation Mode 
Evaluation mode lasts for 2 hours and allows you to update the first 15 connections in your 
reports.  However, you can fully design report layouts at anytime. 
To register your system, select Options, Register for Evaluation.  A form requesting your details is 
displayed. 

 
Fill out your information and press Start to register for evaluation.  The registration status is now: 
"Registered for 120 minutes".  You are now able to produce reports. 
To enable another 2 hours of running after the evaluation period has expired, select Options, 
Register for Evaluation and select Extend.  Your configurations are not affected by this 
expiration.  System Integrators can use this option repeatedly to develop an application for a 
customer without the need to acquire the key code. 

Purchase 
When you have purchased WizReport XL, you must contact Axeda SAS with your Serial number 
(on the box) and the Lock number generated to receive a key number or hardware key.  After you 
have received the key code, open the registration program and select Options, Enter Key. 
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Enter your key and press OK.  The registration status turns to “Registered”.  The registration is 
completed on this system and the program can be closed.  When the system is registered, it 
permanently enables all purchased options. 

Transfer the Registration to Another System 
If you have to transfer the software license to another system, use the following procedure: 

1. Open the Registration program on the machine where the license is currently installed 
and select Options/Move Registration. 

2. Write down the transfer code presented.  This is required for the subsequent registration 
of the new system. 

 
3. Install on the new system, and run the Registration program.  Select Options, Register for 

Evaluation, fill in the details and get a new Lock Number. 
4. Contact us to receive a new key and complete the registration.  To receive the new key 

number, you need: the Serial Number of the package, the Transfer Code and the new 
Lock Number. 
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Overview 

Design, Report, Manage and Publish 
Reporting is viewed as a sequence of four steps.  Each of these steps plays an important role in 
producing meaningful information from raw process data. 

1. Design the template in the comfortable environment of Excel 
2. Report to Excel with industrial robustness; automatically or on-demand 
3. Manage the data with graphs, sorts and queries 
4. Publish via email, web, hardcopy or file 

Design 
In the first step, you design your template in Excel.  In a template worksheet, you create the basic 
report layout, and you define the data connections.  Various types of data sources are supported: 

1. SQL Queries providing data from a relational database. 
2. Real-time connections to a SCADA or PLC 
3. Historical connections to data stored by historians. 
4. Connections to built-in functions and aggregate database. 
5. Expressions, including the time and date. 

All data connections are mapped to cells in Excel.  Mostly it is a one for one mapping, where a 
connection retrieves a single value, which is placed in the connected cell.  However, a history or 
database connection may return many values that are placed in the connection cell and the cells in 
the column below.  For a number of data sources you can use the Layout Expert to assists you in 
placing data retrieved from your database.  The Layout Expert supports the use of groups, special 
calculations and charts inside the returned data. 
After the data connections have been configured in the Template, you may add charts, calculations 
and other Excel based formatting.  A wide range of management functions that can be applied to 
cells or ranges of cells has been provided.  Management connections are stored within the 
Template.  These connections act on the data that later is retrieved by the data connections.  
Management connections are typically applied to variable ranges; if you don’t know how many 
data records will be retrieved, you can still define the management connection on that range.  The 
management connection automatically determines the extent of the retrieved data. 
A naming convention is defined for the template.  The naming convention defines how you want 
to name the target report workbook and any report worksheets inside it. 
This completes the design of the template workbook. 
Report 
Next, you design the schedule to produce your report automatically.  In the Schedule Designer 
program you define all the triggers that drive your report(s).  The triggers may be time based, or, if 
you have a real-time system, may be event based: 
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• The start time a new report file is created (from the template). 
• The time(s) or event(s) the report file is updated with new data. 
• The time or event when the management connections are applied. 
• The time or event that the report is archived, or converted into HTML, or PDF, or 

emailed, etc. 
For each scheduled event you specify a command.  This list of commands makes up your 
schedule.  The schedule is saved and the scheduler program is started to produce your reports 
automatically.  The scheduler instructs the collection program to automatically produce your 
reports and distribute them. 
If you do not want to produce the reports automatically, but instead want to generate them 
interactively, skip the schedule design and use the Interactive Report tools to produce your report.  
The Interactive Tool provides a simple environment to set the required report variables and then 
run and review the report.  It can be run inside Excel, from the command line or in your HMI 
system. 
Manage 
In the management step, the built-in Excel functions that calculate new values from the retrieved 
data, the charts and the management connections are updated.  Together, they reformat the report, 
sort data, filter out unwanted data and color code specific data; all with the purpose of turning raw 
process data into information.  This step is applied fully automatically, without the need of any 
human intervention. 
A family of Statistical Analysis functions is available to add statistical information derived from 
the data reported.  Examples of these functions are:  covariance, correlation and frequency 
distribution, among others. 
Values collected in the report may be stored in a relational database.  During the management 
phase, any cell values in the report can be written (via ODBC) to the table of choice in your 
database.  The stored data in turn can be used to feed other, longer term, reports. 
Publish 
The last step takes a finished report and publishes it to the report user(s).  Many different methods 
are provided for distributing your reports. 
Because you have generated reports in Excel format, any user with Excel can view a finished 
report in its native format. 
Send any report you wish to any printer connected to your machine or network and it can print 
specific worksheets within the workbook or the entire workbook. 
Convert your reports to web pages (HTML files) so that anyone with Internet Explorer (or any 
other web viewing program) may view your completed reports.  An optional program can even 
create you a hyperlinked homepage of all the reports you have published to HTML that is updated 
automatically. 
Email your reports as file attachments so anyone who needs to see them can receive them.  An 
optional program can email your reports automatically to a list of recipients whenever the reports 
are completed. 
For secure applications, the report may be converted into a PDF file and encrypted.  An optional 
PDF viewer program provides a secure viewing environment for these files. 

Data Sources 
Every data connection on a worksheet has a data source.  When a connection is updated, the value 
of the data source is retrieved and assigned to the connection. 
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The data sources supported are:  Database, Real-time, Historical and Aggregates. 
A separate chapter is dedicated to each data source, explaining how to design a report for the 
particular data source. 
Relational Database 
A Database data source gets its data from a query to an ODBC compliant Relational database.  
The source is referenced by a query, which is configured in the Query Builder.  
Real-time Server 
A Real-time data source is located in the real-time database.  The source is referenced by a tag 
name defined in the real-time database.   
Historian logging HMI Data 
Note that this feature may not be available within your HMI.   
To extract data from history logging files, you use the History Group, which retrieves data from 
multiple tags concurrently.  A History Group has a Time configuration, in which you define the 
time frame of data retrieval and a sampling interval within the timeframe.  The amount of 
historical data retrieved depends on the time parameter settings in the History Group connection.  
The History Group connections can retrieve single time based values (i.e., a Daily Report 
retrieving the maximum water level over the day), or multiple time based values (i.e., retrieving 
the maximum water level for each hour over the day).  A variety of retrieval modes is available, 
such as average, minimum, maximum or samples.  Based on the capability of the particular 
Historian, other aggregate functions may be available. 
Aggregate Functions 
Aggregate functions are used to collect data from a real-time server, perform aggregate 
calculations on the data collected and then making that data available for reporting. 
The aggregates function types available are: 

• Profiles, calculating the on/off transitions and on/off durations of digital tags. 
• Differences, calculating the difference of value over a time span. 
• Statistics, calculating statistical values, such as average, minimum, etc for analog tags. 

Architecture 

 
At the heart of this architecture is the concept of sending a ‘command’ to the Report Collector to 
execute.  Commands perform a multitude of workbook and worksheet management operations 
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such as copying, updating and publishing.  Commands are also provided to perform operations on 
the internal variables and aggregates stored in the Function Database. 
Most reporting requirements can be satisfied by creating a schedule of commands using the 
Schedule Designer and then having the Report Scheduler send the command automatically to the 
Report Collector when the need arises.  Commands can be initiated periodically e.g., every hour, 
or on an event e.g., on the closure of a contact. 
Alternatively, the Interactive Tool can send commands to the Report Collector and generate an 
instantaneous report. 
If the Scheduler cannot satisfy the reporting requirement, then a custom solution can be designed 
by using the programming interface provided.  In this case, commands can be sent from a 
pushbutton press of your HMI displays, from VBA, C/C++ and any HMI scripting language. 

Report Designer 
The Report Designer is provided as an Excel Add-In.  All the functionality provided by the 
Designer is performed from within the Excel application environment. 
The Report Designer automatically adds its own menu to the Excel menu bar and provides it own 
toolbar. 
The report layout is configured using standard Excel tools, e.g., form designs, graphics, charts, and 
calculations.  All Excel features are used as part of your report form layout. 
The primary functions of the Report Designer are: 

• To define dynamic connections from the cells in the template to data sources such as a 
relational database or SCADA server. 

• To assist you with the design of database reports, using the Layout Expert. 
• To provide template tools, such as New, Open, Save, Save As and Delete, which manage 

the creation and handling of templates.  The Set Names tool is used to define the naming 
convention of the target report workbook and worksheet(s). 

• To open any generated reports for viewing. 
• To provide edit tools, such as Cut, Paste, Insert and Delete, which move the selected cells 

and their associated connections in the worksheet. 
• To update the report in an interactive mode. 
• To provide access to the other tools available, such as the Scheduler Designer and the 

Status Log Viewer. 
The Report Designer saves the connection and analysis information to file with the same name as 
the workbook, except that the extension “.XLS” is replaced with the extension “.XLD”.  For 
example, if the workbook is named “MASTER.XLS”, then the connections and the analysis 
configuration in this workbook are saved to the file “MASTER.XLD”. 

Template 
The template is created in the Report Designer.  Technically, the template is no more than an 
Excel workbook, with one or more worksheets that define the layout of the report and contain all 
data and analysis connections to perform updates.  Typically, the template does not contain any 
data.  The template is then copied to the target report workbook.  This report workbook is updated 
and receives the data. 
The report layout and the data connections are first applied to the template worksheet.  We 
recommend that this worksheet is named “Template”, but if you use the Layout Expert, your 
worksheet is named “Layout”.  If you stay with this convention, you will find that most 
configuration selections automatically default to the right name.  In fact, if you test the worksheet 
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inside the Report Designer, automatically, a new sheet is created.  The name of this sheet by 
default is “Results”.  It should be deleted before deploying the template. 

Schedule Designer 
The Schedule Designer helps you create, configure, and modify a schedule of the commands that 
control the makeup of your report.  Commands can be scheduled as Time Based or Event Based, 
or even as a combination of the two. 

Scheduler 
The Scheduler is the component that deploys schedules created in the Schedule Designer.  The 
Scheduler checks the time-based commands that need to be processed.  In addition, it checks the 
configured events for status changes.  If a time or event based command becomes active, the 
Scheduler sends this command to the Collector for processing.  It displays the commands as well 
as the time and date when the command was last performed.  The Scheduler program can run in 
visible mode on the task bar, or, can run invisible, so it cannot be accidentally shutdown. 

Interactive Report Tool 
You also can use the Interactive Report tools to produce your report.  The Interactive Tool 
provides a simple environment to set the required report variables and then run and review the 
report.  It can be run inside Excel, from the command line or in your HMI system. 

Collector Program 
The Collector program is central to the processing of your reports.  It collects data, creates, copies 
and updates workbooks, worksheets and cell ranges; it prints or converts the report to HTML.  
When the collector performs a report update, it retrieves the values of the dynamic connections 
configured in the template and automatically places them into the report. 
The Collector utilizes OLE Automation.  OLE Automation is the process whereby one application 
(the automation server, i.e., Excel) creates and exposes automation objects for use by another 
application (the automation controller, i.e., the Collector).  To update a worksheet with new 
values, the program enumerates a complete list of the connections and the associated target cell 
pairs.  It retrieves the value of the connections and “pushes” the values to the target cells.  This is 
what is referred to as "Push" Technology. 
The Collector processes requests sent from the Scheduler or directly from other applications.   
If the Collector is not able to perform the placement of the data in the worksheet - for instance the 
network is down - it places the command and data into an overflow file.  The next time the 
Collector receives a command for this workbook, and the worksheet is available, it first writes the 
data from the overflow file in the worksheet.  Data is never lost! 

Commands 
Commands allow you to perform every facet of reporting both automatically and manually.  From 
creating new Excel Workbooks and Worksheets, to recording data on a specific worksheet, to 
printing reports, to even publishing reports to the web. 
Commands have the flexibility to be issued from many different sources.  Typically they are 
issued in an automated fashion from the Scheduler.  In addition, commands can be issued from 
within Excel, from a command line prompt, through a VB/VBA or C program, or from an HMI 
display. 
The net result of all of this is a flexible, functional method of creating, maintaining and publishing 
reports. 
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Setting up a Reporting Project 

Overview 
The default paths created during installation together with the installed files are sufficient to start a 
Reporting Project.  However, there are some users that need to have several Projects on the same 
PC or are upgrading from a previous version, in which case this chapter provides an outline of 
things to consider. 

Project Setup 
Before you start creating templates, take a little time to review your system setup, especially if you 
plan to have several reporting projects on the same PC.  In particular, use the Configuration 
program provided to verify that the Output File Path describes the directory where you want to 
store your report files.  Also, if you have an OPC or history server, check that the server names 
have been entered. 

Install Directory 
This folder contains all the programs provided.  In addition, standard template files can be saved in 
this directory (the file extension on standard template files is XLT).  Any standard template file 
saved in this directory is available to you when you configure a new report template. 

Input Directory 
The Input directory is where all your templates and files (Excel workbooks, corresponding XLD 
files, schedule files and configured group and query files) are stored.  This directory is created 
during installation according to the information specified. 
To change the Input Directory, open the Configuration program and, under Group, select 
Directories.  Right click on Input and select Modify. 
Use the browse button  to assist you in picking the new directory.  Any existing workbooks 
(.XLS), data files (.XLD), old style connection files (*.CON and *.ANA) to be upgraded, prompt 
files (*.PRO), schedule files (.SCH), configured group (.GRP), query files (.SQL) and the 
aggregate file (.AGG) must be moved to this new directory so that they can be used. 
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Output Directory 
The Output directory is where all your finished report files (Excel workbooks) are stored.  This 
directory is created during installation according to the information specified. 
To change the Output Directory, open the Configuration program and, under Group, select 
Directories.  Right click on Output and select Modify. 
Use the browse button  to assist you in picking the new directory.  Any existing report 
workbooks (.XLS), with any associated old style connection files (.CON) and analysis files 
(.ANA) need to be moved to this new directory for easy access. 

PDF Directory 
The PDF Directory points to where PDF files are stored after they have been created by the 
PrintBook or PrintSheet command. 
To change the PDF Directory, open the Configuration program and, under Group, select 
Directories.  Right click on PDF and select Modify. 
Use the browse button  to assist you in picking the new directory.  Any PDF file created from 
here on forth is stored in this new directory. 

Web Site Directory 
The Web Site Directory points to the default directory where HTML files are stored after they 
have been created by the SaveBookHTML or SaveSheetHTML command.   
To change the Web Site Directory, open the Configuration program and, under Group, select 
Directories.  Right click on Web Site and select Modify. 
Use the browse button  to assist you in picking the new directory.  Any HTML file created from 
here on forth is stored in this new directory. 

Function Directory 
The Function Directory points to where the Function Database (XLRdatabase.reg) is kept.  By 
default, this directory is the same as the Installation directory. 
If the path of the Function Database is changed, the Function Database has to be moved to this 
directory.  If you are planning on several projects, you may wish to move the blank Function 
Database from the installed directory. 
To create a new Function Database for a new project, copy file XLRdatabaseBlank.reg to file 
XLRdatabase.reg in your new Function path. 

User Files 
Template Excel Workbooks (*.xls) Input Directory 
Template Data files (*.xld) Input Directory 
Template Prompt File (*.pro) Input Directory 
Standard Template (*.xlt) Install Directory 
Report Workbooks (*.xls) Output Directory 
Schedule files (*.sch) Input Directory 
Function database (XLRdatabase.reg) Function Directory 
Aggregate File (XLRaggregate.agg) Input Directory 
Configured Queries (*.sql) Input Directory 
Configured Groups (*.grp) Input Directory 
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The main files used are listed below.  Each is explained in detail. 
Template Files (XLS, XLD, PRO) 
When a template is created in the Report Designer, a number of files may be generated.  The first 
is the Excel Workbook (file with the extension “.XLS”) you create and save within Excel.  All of 
the connections and management functions you create within the workbook are saved in the XLD 
file.  An interactive prompt file with extension “.PRO” completes the family.  All files share the 
file name with the XLS file. 
All template files are stored in the Input directory. 
Report Files (XLS) 
When a report is created a new Excel workbook (file with the extension “.XLS”) is generated. 
All Report files are stored in the Output directory. 
Schedule Files (SCH) 
When a schedule is created, a schedule file is generated.  Schedule files are saved with the file 
extension, “.SCH”.  A schedule file contains all the elements necessary for automated report 
generation. 
All schedule files are stored in the Input directory. 
Query Files (SQL) 
When a database query is created, a query file is generated.  Query files are saved with the file 
extension, “.SQL”.  A query file contains all the elements necessary for a database query. 
All query files are stored in the Input directory. 
Group Files (GRP) 
When a History Group is created, a group file is generated.  Group files are saved with the file 
extension, “.GRP”.  A group file contains all the elements necessary for the history group. 
All group files are stored in the Input directory. 
Function Database (REG) 
The Function Database contains all of the settings for all the internal and aggregates provided.  
The Function Database is contained in the file XLRdatabase.reg.  Without this file, there is no 
access to the Function Database. 
The Function Database is contained in the Function directory, which is, by default, the Installation 
directory. 
Aggregate File (AGG) 
The Aggregate File contains all of the settings for the aggregates configured.  The name of the file 
is XLRaggregate.agg.  The file is stored in the Input directory. 
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Reporting Considerations 

Template Naming Convention 
It is good practice to provide your template workbooks with a clear and concise name that reflects 
the purpose and content of the specific template.  Inside the workbook is a template worksheet; it 
is recommended to name this sheet “Template”.  The Report Designer tools provide many 
shortcuts and defaults for sheet name “Template”.  However, if you plan to create a single sheet 
report, e.g., a daily snapshot, in a new workbook for each day, you may rename the sheet to a 
name of your liking.   

Workbook Security 
If you are concerned about ensuring the integrity of your reports, you may want to protect your 
workbooks containing reports.   
Workbook security has been embedded through the use of Excel’s Password to Modify setting.  
When set, only authorized users can edit the content of a report.  If unauthorized, users may view a 
read-only copy of the report. 
If you set the Password to Modify in Excel, you must also provide this password to the 
Configuration program.  Under Groups, select XLRcollect.  Select Protect Code, right-click and 
select Modify.  Specify your New Protect Code here. 
Note that the use of cell locking and worksheet protection is not recommended. 

Workbook/Worksheet Management 
As part of planning a report Project, you should also take some time in deciding how you store 
your reports.  Do you wish to have a new Workbook created each time you generate a report or 
would you prefer to create a new sheet in an existing workbook e.g., a daily worksheet in a 
monthly workbook?  How are the Workbooks and Worksheets to be named, after the time/date or 
some ID that is in your Real-Time database? 
Does your report span a fixed time period e.g., over a day, or does it reflect some specific period 
such as a batch’s duration or when an exception condition takes place? 
With powerful Workbook and Worksheet management commands, all of the above scenarios and 
many more can be solved easily and effectively.  You are provided with UpdateBook and 
UpdateSheet commands to update the newly created books and sheets.  The template has built-in 
methods to create a new workbook and worksheets within the workbook.  Commands are 
normally issued from the Report Scheduler. 
You should also consider how large a Workbook becomes as you automatically create and update 
sheets within it. Large workbooks (over 5MB in size) tend to be difficult to manage and may 
affect the performance of updates.  If you cannot avoid creating large Workbooks, make sure you 
have the necessary hardware to alleviate the inherent problems. 
A rule of measure is to create a fully populated single Worksheet in a Workbook, with charts and 
format, and note the size of the file.  Each additional sheet in this book causes the size to be 
proportionally increased. 
 

Connections to This Sheet or All Sheets 
The template is the basis of automated reporting.  It contains the format of the report and dynamic 
connections to the data sources.   
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The connections can apply in Local or Global mode to a cell location.  You define that by 
selecting “This Sheet” or “All Sheets” in the configuration. 
If the connection is set to “This Sheet”, the connection contains the worksheet name, implying that 
the connection will only be used in the worksheet specified in the connection name.  On the other 
hand, if the connection is made to “All Sheets” then it is used with every sheet in the workbook.  
New connections default to “All Sheets”. 

Scheduling 
As part of planning your report project, you should take into account how often you would like 
reports generated, how the reports themselves should be generated, i.e., periodically or based on 
an event, and what commands you need to issue to complete your reporting requirements. 
As an example, for a periodic report you would design a schedule to: 

• Copy the template to a new Worksheet named after the date/time. 
• Update the Worksheet (once or periodically). 
• Publish the report. 

If, however, we need the information for a batch, you would design a schedule to: 
• Copy the template to a new Worksheet named after the Batch, when the batch starts. 
• Update the Worksheet while the batch is in process (once at the end of batch or 

periodically). 
• Publish the report. 

Publishing 
If you need to circulate your reports, you may want to consider the publishing features provided.  
Electronic publishing to the web and paper publishing have been provided. 
Web Publishing 
If you have Excel 2000 or higher, you have the ability to web publish any report created 
automatically.  The Scheduler program can do the web publishing. 
Paper Publishing 
A hard copy of your reports can be sent to any printer connected to your system automatically.  
The Scheduler program can do the printing. 
PDF Publishing 
The report can be converted into PDF automatically.  The Scheduler program does this. 

Auto Startup 
If you wish to schedule your reports, the Scheduler needs to be started when the system boots up.  
This can be accomplished in a number of ways: 

1. Place a shortcut to program XLRschedule.exe in the user’s Start Folder. 
2. Enable the Scheduler to run as a Service.  Set this up in the Schedule Designer. 
3. If your system supports the starting of programs at its startup, you may want to add the 

Scheduler to that list of startup programs. 
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The Power of NameTypes 
A NameType is a reflection of a date or a time stamp.  NameTypes play a key role in the naming 
of reports; they allow you to create new report names based on the date or time that the report is 
created.   
NameTypes are denoted with curly braces, e.g., {MMM}.  The curly braces indicate that this is 
not a literal text, but that a substitution is performed when used.  When a command is performed 
that contains a NameType in a parameter, it substitutes the NameType with its then current value.  
For instance, the NameType {MMM} would be replaced by Jan if the current month is January. 
As a practical example, consider the command “UpdateSheet ‘DailyReports.Template’ ”. 
The daily report is updated during the day.  In the template report name definition (under Set 
Names) the Report Name is configured as: ‘DailyReports{DD}{MMM}{YY}” 
At the first update in each day the template workbook “DailyReports” is copied to a new 
workbook that has the name of the date in its name, e.g., “DailyReports01Jan05”.  
NameTypes can also be used in an Expression connection to insert the time or date of the update 
in the report. 
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Report Organization 

Overview 
Before you start the design and format of your template you need to give consideration to the 
organization of the resulting report.  Just to refresh your memory, a workbook is the entire Excel 
file consisting of one or more worksheets (the tabs at the bottom of the workbook).  Each 
worksheet is a page that has its own name.  These 2 terms are important in deciding your report 
organization. 
You can organize a report in various ways.  The most common are listed below. 

Workbook with single Worksheet 
The report consists of an Excel workbook with a single worksheet.  A new workbook is produced 
from the template and updated with data for each reporting period, e.g., a day, week or month.  
When the report is finished, the content of the worksheet can be sent to the printer, or distributed 
in other fashion and the workbook is archived (see next section).  The resulting family of reports 
consists of individual Excel workbooks, each containing a single worksheet. 

 
If your template requires only a single worksheet, you may rename the “Template” worksheet to a 
name of your own choice, e.g., “Report”. 
 

Workbook with multiple worksheets updated together 
The report requires multiple pages that are updated at the same time, e.g., a utilities report that has 
separate worksheets for boiler1, boiler2 and boiler3.  For each reporting period a new workbook is 
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produced, containing the worksheets, each with their own data.  The resulting family of reports 
consists of individual Excel workbooks, each containing multiple worksheets. 

 

Workbook with multiple Worksheets updated over time 
The report consists of multiple pages, where each is updated at a different time, e.g., a yearly 
report book, with a worksheet for each month.  As example, take the FlowSummary sample report.   
You can use this type of organization if you know exactly how many worksheets are required.  
First, you build all the required worksheets in the template.  The worksheets are very similar in 
design, with maybe a small difference in the labels.  Having all sheets in the template allows you 
to insert an additional worksheet, which may contain Excel calculated values providing summary 
data for the entire reporting period.  For instance, a yearly worksheet can show the minimum, 
maximum and average values for each month and calculate a summary over the whole year.   

 
Typically worksheets are named to reflect the timeframe of their content, e.g., the worksheets in 
the yearly book would be named, “Jan”, “Feb”, “Mar”,…, “Dec”.  In the same way, if you use 
daily worksheets in a monthly book, you would name the worksheets “01”, “02”,…, “31”.  When 
using daily worksheets in a weekly report book, you would name the worksheets “Mon”, 
“Tue”,…, “Sun”.  

Workbook with Worksheets that are automatically generated 
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The previously described methods create a report workbook from the template and leave the 
number of worksheets unchanged.  However, it is possible to create both report workbooks and 
worksheets automatically.  For instance, adding a new worksheet each day in a monthly 
workbook.  The advantage is that you only have to design and maintain a single template 
worksheet in the template workbook.  In addition, the report book receives exactly as many 
worksheets as are needed, e.g., in February it receives 28 (or 29) worksheets.  However, you 
cannot pre-build a summary worksheet, because Excel does not allow calculations to worksheets 
that do not yet exist.   

 
The next section describes how you configure the naming convention for reports created from 
templates. 

Workbook and Worksheet Naming Convention 
It is important to remember that the template that you build in Excel is different from the report 
workbook that is produced.  The report starts its life as a copy of the template file, and then 
receives the data. 
The (file) name for the report workbook is defined in the properties of the template workbook.  
The target names for the worksheets in the report are also defined in here.  In Excel select 
WizReport, Template, Set Names. 
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Target Report Workbook Name 
In the Target Report Workbook Name field you enter the name for your report.  Any combination 
of text, NameTypes, and supported variables may be used to form a report name.  Note that you 
typically would use NameTypes such as {MMM}, {DD}, {YY}, etc. in the report name to make 
each report file name unique.  

• In a daily report example, you would require month, day and year to create unique daily 
report file names, e.g., DailyReport{DD}{MMM}{YY}.   

• For a monthly report, you would use month and year to keep the report name unique, e.g., 
MonthlyReport{MMM}{YY}.   

• On a yearly report it is sufficient to use the year {YY} or {YYYY} NameType, e.g., 
FlowSummary{YY}. 

• To name a batch report you could use the content of a tag, e.g., the Batch Id to uniquely 
identify the report.  An example report name would be BatchReport{LotId}, where LotId 
is the name of a tag in your real-time system.  Note that the tag must be delineated by 
curly braces.   

• An example of the use of a variable is {RG000}, where the book is named after the 
content of RG000, which can be set externally. 

The target report file is automatically created if the file does not yet exist.  For example, a daily 
report file is created the first time an UpdateBook command is issued on any given day.  The date 
change creates the new report file.  In the same way, new monthly and yearly reports are created 
only when the month or year changes. 

Target Worksheet 
Report worksheet names are assigned in similar fashion.  When the report sheets are automatically 
generated, they require unique names.  These names are generated by NameTypes, such as {DD}, 
{MMM}, by variables {RG000} or as a combination of entities. 
However, if the template already consists of the exact report worksheet names, such as the one 
where all the monthly sheets and the yearly summary are prebuilt, there is no need to create new 
sheets automatically in the report.  A special worksheet name configuration instructs the Collector 
to work with the existing worksheet names. 
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Every Template worksheet available in the workbook is listed under Template Worksheet/Section.  
Also listed is the wildcard worksheet “*”.  Also, if you are using the Layout Expert, all the 
Sections configured on the Layout worksheet are listed. 
By configuring one of the Template worksheet names you indicate that you want to create a copy 
of this worksheet in the report and name it as specified under the Target column.  You enter the 
report worksheet name under the Target column. 
By configuring one of the Section worksheet names you indicate that you want to create a new 
worksheet in the report and name it as specified under the Target column.  The results of the 
Section are found on this target sheet. 
By configuring the wildcard sheet you indicate that no matter what Template sheet or Section is 
specified to update, all Templates and Sections in this workbook are targeted for the target 
worksheet you specify here.  This can be useful when you have a report with all the worksheets 
pre-build (like the FlowSummary report).  For that type of report, you can use a NameType, e.g., 
{MMM} so that when the report is updated, it always updates the sheet for the current month. 
An Overwrite setting is also available for each worksheet.  By checking the Overwite column you 
indicate that at each data update you would like to create a target report worksheet, overwriting 
any old data in an existing report worksheet. 

Example Report Naming Conventions 
Our example templates use the following naming conventions: 
Template Name Workbook/sheet Source Target 
Daily History Workbook DailyHistory_… DailyReport{DD}{MMM}{YY} 
Daily Summary Workbook DailySummary DailySummary{DD}{MMM}{YY} 
Daily Overview Workbook DailyOverview DailyOverview{DD}{MMM}{YY} 
Sales List Workbook DailyEvents DailyEvent{DD}{MMM}{YY} 
Sales Performance Workbook SalesPerformance SalesPerformance 
Overall Sales Workbook OverallSales OverallSales 
 Worksheet Section01 2003 
 Worksheet Section02 2004 
 Worksheet Section03 2005 
USA Sales Workbook USASales USASales 
 Worksheet Section01 Results 
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Report Design for Database Servers 

What are Database Servers? 
Database servers provide the report with data values from a relational database.  The database 
server has access to information in a relational database and makes this information available to 
ODBC and OLE-DB client programs. 
Microsoft SQL-Server and Access are examples of ODBC database servers.  The Collector – 
being an ODBC client among others – connects to the ODBC Server and gets the data configured 
for a report.  

Features available with Database Servers 
Report Types 

• One-time retrieval, e.g., a daily report, a batch summary report or sales summary report. 
• Reporting over time, e.g., daily data in monthly report. 

Report Design 
• Design through the Layout Expert. 
• Design using a template configured with direct database connections. 
• If template based, most Management functions are available. 

Scheduling 
• Time based scheduling.  

Interactive Reporting 
• Time span or any other filtering parameters can be specified in Interactive Tool. 

Report Naming Conventions 
• Date and time components can be used to name a report, e.g., the day, month or year. 
• The value of any variable provided. 
• Any text and combinations of the above. 
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Examples of Database Reports 
Process Reports Direct in Template: 

1. DailyHistory_Std.  A standard report that retrieves the stored values for 3 tags over the 
day.  Note that all tags stored in the database are logged every 15 minutes. 

2. DailyHistory_Ct.  This is a cross tab report that retrieves the stored sample values for the 
same 3 tags as above.  Each day, all logged values are retrieved and placed in the report. 

3. DailySummary.  This is a cross tab report that calculates the Summary functions: min, 
max and average over each hour in the day for the 3 tags.  It adds the daily aggregates 
(from the built-in calculations) to the bottom of the report. 

Process Report through Layout Expert: 
4. DailyOverview.  This is a cross tab report that shows detailed records in each hour plus it 

calculates the min, max and average value over each hour in the day for the 3 tags.  It 
adds the daily aggregates to the bottom of the report. 

Business Report Direct in Template: 
5. SalesList.  A Standard report that shows the records of: products sold, customer name, 

quantity and discount for 3 sales people over the current year up to now. 
Business Report through Layout Expert: 

6. SalesPerformance.  Standard report of products sold, customer name, quantity and 
discount grouped by name of 3 sales people, then grouped by year.  Sum calculations 
over each group are added. 

7. OverallSales.  Cross tab report of yearly sales per Country and per Customer set against 
each Sales person (across).  Uses 3 sections, for 2003, 2004 and 2005, each section is 
reported on its own worksheet.  Summary calculations are added over each grouping and 
the total summary over the section is added at the bottom of the report. 

8. USASales.  Cross tab report of yearly sales for the USA only.  Sets all sales records 
against the sales persons (across).  For each sales person a sum of sales is calculated.  
These sums are presented in a bar chart.  Each sale over $5000 is highlighted in the 
report. 

Steps to your Database Report 
Step 1. Design the Query that provides the data. 
Step 2. Design the Template. 

• Choose a workbook and worksheet organization. 
• Specify the report naming convention. 
• Design the appearance directly in the template or use the Layout Expert. 
• Place the data area in the template. 
• Optionally, add any Excel components required, such as formulas and charts. 
• Test the template in Excel. 
• Save the template. 

Step 3. Design a schedule to create the report if automatic creation is required. 
• Add commands in time-based schedule. 
• Test schedule, save and activate it. 
• Start scheduler and run a complete report. 
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Step 4. If an interactive report is required. 
• Design the interactive form parameters. 

Step 5. Review the generated report and distribute it to other users. 

Database Query Design 

What is a Query? 
A query is a set of instructions in SQL (Structured Query Language) requesting data from a 
database server. 
A query builder has been provided where you specify in plain English the exact data you require.  
The SQL statement is automatically created for you, without you needing to understand the SQL 
syntax.  When the report is updated, the query is sent to the database server and the returned data 
is placed in your report. 
The query is stored in a file with the extension .SQL. 

Where and when do you build a new Query? 
A new query is configured when you enter the Layout Expert or in the Connection Configurator 
when you place a database connection in the report template.  In either case, the Query Browser is 
opened.  

 
The Query Browser shows existing queries.  To create a new query, press the New button. 
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When to use a Standard versus a Cross Tab Query 
The first decision in building a new query is whether to select a standard or a cross tab query. 

 
You use a standard query if the data required is available directly from the columns you select in 
the query. 
You select a cross tab query if you need to get data for a number of distinct items from a single 
column and wish to create a new column for each item.  The cross tab query allows you to group 
data by one field, creating one column for each distinct value of another field.  It may be best to 
illustrate this with an example.  Assume the following table layout: 

DateAndTime TagName Value 
1/1/05 12:00 Flow 100.00 
1/1/05 12:00 Temp 200.00 
1/1/05 12:00 Pressure 300.00 
1/1/05 12:01 Flow 105.00 
1/1/05 12:01 Temp 205.00 
1/1/05 12:01 Pressure 305.00 

In a standard query, the records come out exactly in the form shown in the table, but when this 
table is queried as a cross tab, grouped by the time they are recorded, the result is as follows: 

DateAndTime Flow Temp Pressure 
1/1/05 12:00 100.00 200.00 300.00 
1/1/05 12:01 105.00 205.00 305.00 

As you can see, the cross tab query has organized the original data and has made a wide table out 
of the narrow table.  In addition to reorganizing the data from the original format, the cross tab 
query can perform grouped aggregate calculations on the data.   
Select the query type that retrieves the data for your report, and start the Query Builder. 
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How to use a DSN to Connect to your Database? 
Selecting New or Modify from the Database Query Browser displays the Database Query Builder. 

 
The Database Query Builder opens up in the Setup tab.  This tab is made up of a Name section in 
which you name your query, a Database Connection area, and Tabs addressing the different facets 
of query configuration.   
The Name textbox allows you enter a specific name for the query you are to define.  This name 
should accurately describe what the query does. 
This query name appears the next time you open the Query Browser list. 
The Database Connection area is where you connect to your OLE DB or ODBC data source.  
Click New Connect to open the Data Link Properties dialog where you first select the OLE DB 
provider that connects to your data source. 
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For most databases you can use the “Microsoft OLE DB Provider for ODBC Drivers”.  Then click 
Next to specify the connection details. 

 
This display lets you connect with existing Data Source Names (DSNs).  In the drop-down list 
you can select from all User/System DSNs on the machine.  Pick the DSN you want to use.  If the 
DSN requires a User name and Password, enter those in section 2.  Also, if there is a Password, 
ALWAYS check Allow saving password.  Click OK to connect to the DSN you selected. 
You should have a DSN configured for the database you need to connect to.  If no DSN exists for 
your database, you should create one within your Windows system (this is done through the 
Control Panel).  After you have configured your DSN, return to the Database Query Builder to 
connect to it. 

Which Tables do you want to Query? 
After the connection to the DSN has been established, the tables of the database are shown in the 
Available Tables/Views list box on the Setup tab of the Query Builder. 
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The Include Views check box adds the Views from your database to the list of tables.  A View is 
regarded similar to a table.   
From the list of tables and views you may select the table or tables that you want to query.  After 
selecting the table(s) in the Database Tables/Views list press the  button to transfer the selection 
to the Selected Tables/Views list.  Double clicking on a selection also transfers it to the list on the 
right. 
When selecting more than one table you likely have to join the selected tables.  The Query Builder 
joins the tables automatically for you, based on similar named columns in the tables.  When it 
finds similar column names in the tables, it exposes the join area and fills in the join lines 
containing potential joins.  If you find that more joins have been added than required, remove the 
extraneous join lines. 

 

How do you select Data Columns in a Standard Query? 
If you build a cross tab Query skip this section. 
The Columns tab allows you to select the columns from the selected table(s) as the source for data 
retrieval. 
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Your selected tables are shown in the Available Columns list.  By pressing the expansion handle 
on the left of a table, you can show all columns in the table.  To add a column to the Selected 
Columns list, select the column under the Available Columns list and click the  button.  The 
column is now listed under the Selected Columns.  Alternatively, you can double click on the 
selection in the left list box.   
If you want all columns of a table to be in the select statement, select the table name and transfer 
it. All individual columns of the table are then listed on the right hand side. 
To remove a column from the Selected Columns list, select the column and click the  button.  
To move a selected column up or down in the list, select it and click the appropriate up or down 

arrow  to the right of the Selected Columns list. 
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How do you select Data Columns in a Cross Tab Query? 
If you build a standard Query, skip this section. 
The Columns tab allows you to select the columns from the available table(s) as the source for the 
cross tab query.  In the cross tab query you select the database column with its members that 
generate the cross tab columns, the columns that make up the rows and the column for the data 
value to be displayed at each row and column. 

 
Let’s assume you want to show the sum of sales for selected salespeople against your customers.  
The first selection to be made is the column from which you want to select the individual members 
that make up the columns of the cross tab.  This column is “Salesperson”.  Select it in the list of 
Available Columns and transfer it to the Columns field by pressing the adjacent   button. 

 
Now the main column is selected, pick the individual salespeople that make up the columns of the 
cross tab.  The names of the salespeople available to pick in the report are made visible by clicking 
on the browse button .  This shows a list of the unique members of the selected (Salesperson) 
column. 
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Select the salespeople of choice.  Use shift-select or control-select to multi select and press OK. 

 
The sales people that make up the columns of the cross tab report are now selected.  Next to 
configure is the field that provides the unique rows in the cross tab query. 
In the Available Columns list, select the particular column, in this case the “CustomerId”.  Use the 

 button to transfer the “CustomerId” to the Rows list. 
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Note that all fields selected in the Rows list are entered automatically in the Order tab.  It is 
essential that they be ordered so that for each row the column fields can be properly combined. 
The last field you need to specify is the field that generates the data values.  In our example, this is 
the sum of the sales.  In the Available Columns list, under the Summaries, is a summary named 
“SUM(Sales.ExtendedPrice)”, previously created.  Select this field and transfer it by pressing the 
right arrow button   for the Values list. 

 
The cross tab column selection is now complete. 

When do you use SQL Calculations? 
When the data is retrieved from the database, you can instruct the server to perform calculations 
on the columns.  These calculations vary from performing operations on one or more columns to 
calculating summary data over column groups.  You use the server-based calculations to create 
your own column(s). 
You create a calculated column by clicking on one of Expression, Function and Summary in the 
Available Columns list.  Each of these three categories allows you to define specific calculation 
types to be applied to one or more columns. 

• An Expression applies an operator to a column calculation, e.g., 
(SalesPrice*SalesQuantity). 

• A Function places a column as parameter of a function, e.g., YEAR(OrderDate). 
• A Summary assigns a column as a parameter in a summary function such as MIN(), 

MAX(), AVERAGE(), SUM(), COUNT().  Note that these summary functions require a 
GROUP BY clause to be inserted in the query.  The Query Builder does this for you 
automatically. 

After creating a calculated column, it is placed in the Available Columns list, under the category 
where it was built.  Select it from here and transfer it to the destination list. 

What Filter(s) do you need to apply in your Query 
The Filters Tab of the Query Builder is where you specify any filters that instruct the server to 
only return data of interest.  Filters may limit the returned date and time range, or restrict to data 
records where a column has a particular value.  Filter conditions can be combined using “And” or 
“Or”. 
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Most databases contain large amount of data collected over a long time.  The most commonly used 
filter is a date and time filter that selects data from a particular period.  Many filter conditions are 
available, but for time you typically use: “Greater than”, “Less than” or “Between”. 

Is the Query automatically triggered or interactively run? 
If the report is Interactively run, you typically want to make the filter “dynamic”, such that the 
Interactive Tool can pass a user entered value to the filter condition.  For this purpose, variables 
usage is supported.  At the time of execution, the variable is substituted with its content, and the 
modified query is issued to the server.  In this way, the filter, and thus the query, can be externally 
controlled.   
If the report is automatically triggered, you can use the Relative Time/Date settings in the filter to 
base the report period on the time of execution (Now) minus an offset, e.g., “Now minus one day” 
provides a report over the last 24 hours.   

 
You can also use the Today setting, which combined with a time and an offset, gives you another 
method of defining a “moving” time period, that is always anchored to a particular time. 

When do you use Provided Calculations? 
A unique set of calculations have been provided.  These calculations are done on the client-side 
and are performed over the rows of data returned from the server.  You can specify a calculation to 
be performed over the groupings of a specified column, over the entire data set returned or as a 
running calculation updated for each returned data row.   
The group calculation results (e.g., sub totals) are placed under each grouping in the returned data, 
while the overall calculation results are placed at the bottom of the returned data. 
When you format the query through the Layout Expert, you may opt to place a running calculation 
alongside the returned data from the server.  
These calculations are configured on the Calculation Tab. 

What does the produced SQL Statement look like?  
On the SQL tab you can view the SQL statement, which has been produced by the Query Builder, 
based on your settings in the other tabs. 
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Can I test the Query? 
At any time after the columns have been selected and the filter has been defined, you press the 
Test button to view the results of the query.  Any calculations specified in the Calculation tab are 
shown with the query results in the test window.  Based on the received test results you can adjust 
column selections and filter settings. 

 

Can I use shorter Names for Columns and Calculations? 
The column names and calculation names are a concatenation of table name, column name and 
expression.  They sometimes become long and would be awkward when used in the Layout 
Expert.  On the Columns tab, you can select button Alternative Names.  It opens the Set 
Alternative Names window.  Each value column or calculation defined in the query can be given 
an alternative name.  This name is used in the Layout Expert.  You are not required to configure 
alternative names, they default to the column or calculation name.   
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An alternative name is configured by selecting a field under the Alternative column and entering a 
desired name. 
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Report Template Design 

What is a Template? 
A template is a combination of an Excel workbook that contains the report design and the 
corresponding XLD file that holds data connections and other configuration required for the 
report. 
It is important to understand that the template you built in Excel is different from the report 
workbook that is produced.  In fact, the report starts its life as a copy of the template workbook, 
which then receives data. 
A template consists of one or more worksheets (tabs).   

How to Format Query Results in the Template? 
There are 2 methods to format database query results in a report: 
1. The first method allows you to individually select and format each single component of the 

query results.  The Layout Expert first provides you with a framework for the result set and 
then allows you to select, place and format each column and calculation value that is defined 
in the query.  Even charts can be included within the query results.  The Layout Expert gives 
you the ultimate flexibility in the layout of your report.  So, if your report consists mainly of 
the resulting data from the query and the formatting of the query data is important to you, 
choose the Layout Expert. 
The return data from the query is placed in a data range, named a Section.  The Layout Expert 
supports the creation of multiple Sections underneath each other. 

2. The second method to format the query results is via a database connection in the template.  
As a database connection, the query result set is considered as a single data range, which is 
placed at the configured connection location in the Excel worksheet.  Any formatting (cell 
formatting, font assignment, etc.) is applied to the data range as a whole.  Multiple data 
connections can be placed anywhere in the worksheet.   
If your report requires multiple queries and the default format of the return data satisfies the 
report, select a template and define the database connections. 
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Start with a blank Template or blank Layout? 
You design the template in Excel.  In Excel, you select the menu item WizReport, Template, New, 
which brings up the menu where you select whether to use the template approach with database 
connections or the Layout approach, using the Layout Expert. 

 
If you wish to use the database connection with the default format you choose from the 
following: 

1. A Blank Template.   
If none of the standard templates applies, select a blank template. 

2. A list of Standard Templates.   
A number of standard templates are provided that you can use as a start for your own 
template.  
You can turn any of existing Excel workbook into a standard template by renaming the 
extension to .XLT and copying it to the Installation directory.  This makes it available in 
the standard templates list. 

However, if you wish to use the Layout Expert with its flexible format, select A Blank Layout 
(for Databases). 
Enter the name of the new template and save it.  A template is established and is ready for you to 
work on.  Note that your template has the extension .XLS (a regular Excel file) and is 
accompanied by a second file of the same name, but with extension .XLD.  The XLD file holds all 
configuration details that are used to generate a report from the template. 

How do you organize the Report (one or more Worksheets)? 
At this point you must determine how to organize the report.  Please see the Report Organization 
chapter of this manual for all the options available. 

How to arrange the Report Template? 
After considering the report organization and deciding on report naming convention, you are now 
ready to arrange your template.   
A basic report design consists of a static part, such as report headers, labels and descriptions, and a 
dynamic part, such as the database connection return set that is inserted in the report. 
In the design phase you mainly deal with the static part of the template.  You use the basic Excel 
features to enter text for report headers, labels and descriptions in the template.  The format of text 
is controlled with the cell format controls of Excel, in which you can configure font type, size, 
direction, color and cell color. 
Appearance of the report background is defined by selecting a cell range and changing background 
color and borders. 
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A worthwhile feature in Excel is the “Conditional Formatting” under the Format menu.  It allows 
you to change format, typically background color, based on an Excel condition, e.g., “cell value 
greater than 100”.  If properly used, this feature adds greatly to the information content of the 
report.   
A powerful layout feature is the ability to present the data values in chart form.  You can use the 
Excel Chart wizard and select the chart type of choice.  You link the chart to the data area where 
values are placed, and after a data update the chart shows the data. 
If your report consists mainly of the data resulting from the query and the formatting of the query 
data is important to you, use the Layout Expert to provide a framework for you.  The framework 
can be modified and values can be removed from or added to the framework.  Most of the work 
with regards to arranging the data is done for you by the Layout Expert. 
Another method is to use database connections in the template.  A database connection returns 
query results in a default format in the report.  Multiple data connections can be placed anywhere 
in the worksheet.  

How to use the Layout Expert? 
After you have selected a Blank Layout in the WizReport, Template, New dialog, the Layout 
Expert starts by asking you to select or create a query. 

 
Open the Query Browser by clicking on the  button.  This shows a list of existing queries, or it 
lets you build a new query when you click New. 

 
Finish the query, or select an existing query.  Press OK and the Layout Expert analyses the query 
to build a framework with all the defined group segments and a detail section.  It places all column 
values and the configured calculations inside the framework in a logical fashion.  The framework 
is placed on a worksheet named Layout. 
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The framework provides you with a default layout of all the components of the report.  You may 
make any changes to the layout, like changing the default text “Report Title” to a specific report 
title.  The framework can be executed right away.  Select Worksheet Execute.  A new dialog 
comes up with default command “Update Section” and Section01.   

 
Press Execute!  It performs the query and places the returned data set in the report on a new 
worksheet named Results.  Close the Worksheet Execute dialog. 
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The report shows the “filled in” version of the framework.  If this is all you are looking for, your 
report design is finished. 
However, if you wish to modify the report, return to the Layout worksheet, where the section 
framework is located.  In the framework you can change cell formats, such a color, font, 
alignment, etc. 
You also may remove values from the framework.  Simply select the cell and clear its content.  
That location is now empty in the report.  Or, you may want to add new values.  Select a cell 
inside the framework and right click.  From the pop up menu select Insert Section Value. 

 
The Section Value Browser provides you with the columns you have defined in the query and all 
the calculations that are configured.  Select a value you would like to put in the report and drag it 
to its cell location in Excel.  Let go of the button, and it is placed it the selected cell.  Adding new 
values to the report is this easy! 

How to Format a Template when using Database Connections 
Skip the connection section if you use the Layout Expert. 
You use the Connection Configurator to define the query that generates the data and to configure 
where the values are positioned in the report. 
The Connection Configurator is opened from the Excel menu option WizReport, Connection 
Configurator. 
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To insert a new connection, highlight an empty row in the connection list, select a database 
connection, enter the settings for the connection on the right and press Insert. 
To update an existing connection, highlight the row, make the changes and click Update. 
To delete an existing connection, highlight the row and click Delete.  
To save the current list of connections, click OK. This saves the information to the XLD file. 
Each connection definition consists of two parts, a Source, in which you define where the data 
comes from, i.e., the query name, and a Target, in which you define where (and how) the retrieved 
data is placed in the report. 
Source 

 
The source Type defaults to Real-Time, however, select “Database” from the pull down list.  In 
the Name field you enter the query name that provides the value to the connection.  Press the 
browse button  to start the Query Browser and select from existing queries or create a new 
query.  Click OK in the Query Browser and the selected query name is placed in the Name field. 
Target 

 
The target Type determines how the data is placed.  Select the type as Direct and the query results 
defined in the Source are placed directly into the cell location given by the Target Name field. 
The most important field in the Target section is Name, in which you specify the cell location of 
the connection.  A Name is entered by clicking in the Name field followed by clicking on the 
desired cell in the worksheet.  Alternatively, click on the Name field and then press the collapse 
pushbutton , which collapses the Connection Configurator exposing Excel from which you can 
select a cell. 
Now the cell is selected, you may wonder how the query results are formatted.  The best method is 
to use function FormatRange, available as one of the Management Functions, to format the cells 
where query results are placed. 

How can I complete my Report Design? 
Please refer to the Completing the Report Design chapter for all the options available to you in 
order to complete and enhance your report design. 
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Report Design for Real-time Servers 

What are Real-time Servers? 
Real-time servers provide reports with instantaneous data values.  They have access to information 
in a HMI system or PLC and make this information available to client programs. 
An OPC server is an example of a real-time data server.  Many HMI and PLC systems provide an 
OPC server.  The Collector, being an OPC client among others, connects to the OPC Server and 
gets the data configured in a report template.  

Features available with Real-time Servers 
Report Types 

• One-time snapshots, e.g., a daily snapshot report or a batch summary report. 
• Reports over time, updating multiple times over the report duration, e.g., monthly 

summary report or a yearly flow report.  The new data in this report type is typically 
appended in the row below the previous data.   

• Event based report updating based on conditions in the real-time server, e.g., a daily 
event report. 

Report Design 
• Design is template based. 
• All Management and Analysis routines are available, including the setting of tags in the 

real-time server from values in the report. 
Scheduling 

• Event based scheduling. 
• Time based scheduling, including condition enabling.  
• Done Flag handshake with the real-time server to indicate that the report is done. 

Interactive Reporting 
• “Live” data update in Excel. 

Report Naming Conventions 
• Tag value from the real-time server can be used to name a report, e.g., after a batch name. 
• Date and time components (NameTypes) can be used to name a report, e.g., the day, 

month or year. 
• Supported variables such as “{RG000}”. 
• Any text and combinations of the above methods. 
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Examples of Real-time Reports 
This chapter uses a number of example reports for illustration purposes, which are described in 
detail in the tutorial document.  The tutorial document contains comprehensive guidelines, which 
do not require any advanced knowledge.  This chapter takes a higher level approach with regards 
to the examples, as it is intended to be a precursor to the tutorial. 

1. Daily Report, a daily snapshot report that collects data at the end of the day.  Each day a 
new report file is generated in a separate workbook.  The content of each report is in a 
single worksheet. 

2. Utility Report, a daily summary of 3 boilers.  Each boiler’s data is in a separate 
worksheet in the report.  The data is collected at the end of the day.  Each day a new 
report workbook is generated. 

3. Flow Summary Report, an overview of flows for each day.  The flow values are 
collected once a day, and stored in a worksheet for the current month.  12 Monthly 
worksheets, named Jan through Dec, hold the daily values over the year.  In addition, a 
yearly worksheet combines the 12 monthly worksheets in a yearly summary.  The report 
workbook spans a whole year, and at the start of a new year, a new workbook is 
generated. 

4. Monthly Summary Report shows hourly data over each day in the month.  Each day a 
new worksheet will be created automatically in the report workbook.  At the start of each 
month a new workbook is created. 

5. Event Report, a log of events that occur over a month.  A condition in the real-time 
server triggers the data collection, which adds a new line of data in a worksheet.  Each 
day a new worksheet will be created automatically in the report workbook.  A new 
workbook is created at the start of each month. 

Steps to your Real-time Report 
Step 1. Design a template for your report. 

• Choose a workbook and worksheet organization. 
• Specify the report naming convention. 
• Design the appearance of the template in Excel. 
• Define the real-time connections and place them in the template. 
• Optionally, add Excel calculations and charts. 
• Test the template in Excel. 
• Save. 

Step 2. Design a schedule to generate the report. 
• If execution is time-based, add commands in time-based schedule. 
• Else, if event-based, add commands in event-based schedule. 
• Test schedule, save and activate it. 

Step 3. Start scheduler and let it run a complete report. 
Step 4. Review the report. 
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Report Template Design 

What is a Template? 
A template is a combination of an Excel workbook that contains the design for the report and a 
corresponding XLD file that holds data connections and other configuration settings needed to 
make a report. 
It is important to understand that the template you built in Excel is different from the report 
workbook that is produced.  In fact, the report starts its life as a copy of the template workbook, 
which then receives data. 
A template consists of one or more worksheets (tabs).   

Start a blank Template, Standard Template or your own Template? 
You design the template in Excel.  In Excel, you select the menu item WizReport, Template, New. 

 
From this menu you select either a pre-configured or a blank template. 

1. A Blank Template. 
If none of the standard templates applies, select this option. 

2. A Standard Template. 
A number of standard templates are provided that you can use as a start for your own 
template.  
You can turn any existing Excel workbook into a standard template by renaming the 
extension to .XLT and copying it to the Installation directory.  This makes it available in 
the standard templates list. 

Enter the name of the new template and save it.  A template is established and is ready for you to 
configure.  Note that your template has the extension .XLS (a regular Excel file) and is 
accompanied by a second file of the same name, but with extension .XLD.  The XLD file holds all 
configuration details that are used to generate a report from the template. 

How do you organize the Report (one or more Worksheets)? 
At this point you must determine how to organize the report.  Please see the Report Organization 
chapter of this manual for all the options available. 

How to layout the Report Template? 
After considering the report organization and making the decisions regarding report naming 
convention, you are now ready to layout your template.  You may have sketched out the layout of 
your report, or may copy it from another Excel workbook, import from another file format into 
your template or may have started with a standard template. 
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One of the major design considerations is whether this is a snapshot report, where all data is 
inserted in the report at once, or a report that is updated over time, adding new data with each 
update.  In the first case, your layout deals with fixed locations in the report.  If you add data over 
time, you typically insert the new data in the row below the last updated values, causing columns 
of similar data values in the report.  Your layout needs to leave enough space to support the 
eventual column lengths, and prevent areas from getting overwritten when more rows than 
expected are inserted. 
A basic report layout consists of a static part, such as report headers, labels and descriptions, and a 
dynamic part, such as the data that is inserted in the report. 
In the layout phase you mainly deal with the static part of the template.  You use the basic Excel 
features to enter text for report headers, labels and descriptions in the template.  The format of text 
is controlled with the cell format controls of Excel, in which you can configure font type, size, 
direction, color and cell color. 
Appearance of the report background is defined by selecting a cell range and changing background 
color and borders. 
A worthwhile feature in Excel is the “Conditional Formatting” under the Format menu.  It allows 
you to change format, typically color, based on an Excel condition, e.g., “cell value greater than 
100”.  If properly used, this feature adds greatly to the information content of the report.   
A powerful layout feature is the ability to present the data values in chart form.  You can use the 
Excel Chart wizard and select the chart type of choice.  You link the chart to the data area where 
the values are placed, and after a data update, the chart shows the data. 

How to place Data Connections in the Report Template? 
You use the Connection Configurator to define where the data comes from and where the values 
are positioned in the report.  Each connection provides a data source for your report.  
The connections defined in the Connection Configurator are saved to a file with the extension 
.XLD and named after the template workbook.  
The Connection Configurator is opened from the Excel menu option WizReport, Connection 
Configurator. 

 
To add a new connection, highlight an empty row in the connection list, enter the settings for the 
connection on the right and press Insert. 
To update an existing connection, highlight the row, make the changes and press Update. 
To delete an existing connection, highlight the row and press Delete.  
To save the current list of connections, press the OK.  This saves the information to the XLD file. 
Each connection definition consists of two parts, a Source, in which you define where the data 
comes from, i.e., the Tag name, and a Target, in which you define where (and how) in the report 
the retrieved data is placed. 
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Source 

 
The source Type defaults to Real Time, indicating that the data comes from a Real Time data 
server, which is perfect for our data source.  In the Name field you enter the Tag name that 
provides the value to the connection.  Press the browse button  to use the Tag Browser and 
select your tag.  The selected tag name is placed in the Name field. 
Target 

 
The target Type determines how the data is placed.  If your report is a Snapshot, select the type as 
Direct.  The value from the Source is placed directly into the cell location given by the Target 
Name field. 
However if you wish to perform multiple updates over time select Column or Row.  With 
Column, the value from the Source is placed in a column starting at the cell location given by the 
Target Name field.  With Row, the value from the Source is placed in a row starting at the cell 
location given by the Target Name.   
The Offset field determines the location of the data in the column or row. 

 
You can use the Counter function to control the offset.  The Counter is automatically incremented 
when an update command is performed on the report.  As a result, the new data is placed in the 
next cell (compared to the previous value), thus forming a column of data for the Column type 
connection.  There are up to 100 Counters to choose from (CR000-CR099).  Each report requires a 
unique Counter.  At the start of a new reporting period you need to perform a Reset command on 
the Counter to start the placement back at the origin.  The reset is typically configured in the 
schedule and performed by the Scheduler. 
Another method to control the offset is a time-based offset. 

 
If you know the time period at which you update the data, you can use this to control the offset.  
The example shows the current hour to be used for the offset.  The advantage of a time-based 
offset is that it requires no maintenance (Reset).  A number of time-based offset keywords are 
available, such as the 15 minute offset in the day, the hour in the day or month, the day in the year, 
and many more.  
Select the browse button  to select one of the time based offsets or a Counter. 
The most important field in the Target section is Name, in which you specify the cell location of 
the connection.  A Name is entered by clicking in the Name field followed by clicking on the 
desired cell in the worksheet.  Alternatively, click on the Name field and then press the collapse 
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pushbutton , which collapses the Connection Configurator exposing Excel from which you can 
select a cell. 
Now the cell is selected, you may wonder how its content is formatted.  The format of the 
retrieved value is configured using Excel’s Format Cell command.  When finished with the 
Connection Configurator, apply any desired formatting to the cell(s) where data connections are 
configured.  These cells are commented with a red comment triangle, indicating the name of the 
connection. 

How can I complete my Report Design? 
Please refer to the Completing the Report Design chapter for all the options available to you in 
order to complete and enhance your report design. 
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Report Design for History Servers  

What are History Servers? 
History servers provide the report with data values from a history database or historian.  The 
history server has access to history records stored in a time series database and makes this 
information available to client programs. 
OPC-HDA based historians are examples of history servers.  The history server is connected to 
and gets the data configured for a report.  
The History Group is used to configure the history data required in the report.  For each history 
server the appearance of the History Group may differ slightly as the capabilities of the servers 
differ.  However, the general approach to the application of the History Group is the same for all 
servers.   
Some of the history servers support a database interface (ODBC or OLE-DB).  These servers can 
provide data to the report as a database server.  All features of the database server apply.  

What is a History Group? 
A History Group allows you to configure multiple historical tags that share the same date and time 
settings inside one group.  This group constitutes a single connection. 

 
A history group maps to an area in your report where historical data from multiple tags is retrieved 
and presented.  When executed, the history group provides a two dimensional matrix of values 
across and interval times down.   
The tag values can be stored samples, or historical aggregates (e.g., average, minimum, maximum, 
etc.) from one or more tags.  The time span, and intervals within that span are fully configurable.   
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Tag Definition in History Group Configuration 

The power of the History Group is in the ease and flexibility in which you configure the targeted 
data and its presentation.  After providing a simple configuration, the history group internally 
creates the necessary interface activity to retrieve the data from the history server. 

 
Time stamps and data returned by History Group 

General Features available with History Servers 
Report Types 

• One-time retrieval, e.g., a daily report, a batch summary report or a sales summary report. 
• Reporting over time, e.g., daily data in monthly report. 

Report Design 
• The design is configured in a report template using direct History Group connections.  

The History Group is available for all history servers to configure the history tags and the 
time frame of extraction. 
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• With History Groups, most Management and Analysis routines are available. 
• For some historians, you also can retrieve history data via a SQL query, configured in the 

query browser.  The Layout Expert can format the returned data, provide calculations and 
produce the report. 

History Group 
• The tags are selected via a tag browser. 
• Based on the capability of the server you can retrieve sample values and calculated 

values, such as minimum, maximum and average. 
• The time frame of the extraction and the calculation intervals for the group can be 

configured in many ways, supporting automatic and interactive report generation. 
• If the server supports it, data filtering can be applied. 

Scheduling 
• Time based scheduling only, unless there also is a real-time server.   

Interactive Reporting 
• Time span or other important filtering parameters can be specified in Interactive Tool. 

Report Naming Conventions 
• Date and time components can be used to name a report, e.g., the day, month or year. 
• Any text and combinations of the above. 

Examples of History Reports 
1. DailyHistory.  A daily report that calculates summary data over each hour in the day. 
2. BatchHistory.  A report that receives its start and end time stamps from events.  It is 

typically used for batch type reports, but can be used for any report that is generated 
between 2 events. 

3. InteractiveHistory.  In this report the user can specify on the Interactive tool the time 
frame of the report and other important settings. 

Steps to your History Report 
Step 1.  Design the Template. 

• Choose a worksheet organization. 
• Specify the report naming convention. 
• Design the appearance directly in the template or use the Layout Expert. 
• Place the History Group connection(s) in the template. 
• Optionally, add any Excel components required, such as formulas and charts. 
• Test the template in Excel. 
• Save the template. 

Step 2.  Design a schedule to create the report if automatic creation is required. 
• Add commands in time-based schedule. 
• Test schedule, save and activate it. 
• Start scheduler and run a complete report. 
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Step 3.  If interactive report is required. 
• Design the interactive form parameters. 

Step 4.  Review the report and distribute it to other users. 

Report Template Design 

What is a Template? 
A template is a combination of an Excel workbook that contains the report design and the 
corresponding XLD file that holds data connections and other configuration required for the 
report. 
It is important to understand that the template you built in Excel is different from the report 
workbook that is produced.  In fact, the report starts its life as a copy of the template workbook, 
which then receives data. 
A template consists of one or more worksheets (tabs).   
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Start a blank Template, Standard Template or your own Template? 
You design the template in Excel.  In Excel, you select the menu item WizReport, Template, New. 

 
From this menu you select either a pre-configured or a blank template. 

1. A Blank Template. 
If none of the standard templates applies, select this option. 

2. A Standard Template. 
A number of standard templates that you can use as a start for your own template are 
provided.  
You can turn any existing Excel workbook into a standard template by renaming the 
extension to .XLT and copying it to the Installation directory.  This makes it available in 
the standard templates list. 

Enter the name of the new template and save it.  A template is established and is ready for you to 
work on.  Note that your template has the extension .XLS (a regular Excel file) and is 
accompanied by a second file of the same name, but with extension .XLD.  The XLD file holds all 
configuration details that are used to generate a report from the template. 

How do you organize the Report (one or more Worksheets)? 
At this point you must determine how to organize the report.  Please see the Report Organization 
chapter of this manual for all the options available. 

How to arrange the Report Template? 
After considering the report organization and deciding on report naming convention, you are now 
ready to arrange your template.   
A basic report design consists of a static part, such as report headers, labels and descriptions, and a 
dynamic part, such as the History Group connection return set that is inserted in the report. 
In the design phase you mainly deal with the static part of the template.  You use the basic Excel 
features to enter text for report headers, labels and descriptions in the template.  The format of text 
is controlled with the cell format controls of Excel, in which you can configure font type, size, 
direction, color and cell color. 
Appearance of the report background is defined by selecting a cell range and changing background 
color and borders. 
A worthwhile feature in Excel is the “Conditional Formatting” under the Format menu.  It allows 
you to change format, typically background color, based on an Excel condition, e.g., “cell value 
greater than 100”.  If properly used, this feature adds greatly to the information content of the 
report.   
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A powerful layout feature is the ability to present the data values in chart form.  You can use the 
Excel Chart wizard and select the chart type of choice.  You link the chart to the data area where 
the values are placed, and after a data update the chart shows the data. 

How do you place History Group Connections in the Template? 
You use the Connection Configurator to define the History Group(s) that generates the data and 
where the values are positioned in the report. 
The Connection Configurator is opened from WizReport, Connection Configurator in Excel. 

 
To insert a new connection, highlight an empty row in the connection list, select a database 
connection, enter the settings for the connection on the right and click Insert. 
To update an existing connection, highlight the row, make the changes and click Update. 
To delete an existing connection, highlight the row and click Delete.  
To save the current list of connections, click OK. This saves the information to the XLD file. 
Each connection definition consists of two parts, a Source, in which you define where the data 
comes from, i.e., the history group name, and a Target, in which you define where (and how) the 
retrieved data is placed in the report. 
Source 

 
 
The source Type defaults to Real Time, however, select History Group from the list.  In the Name 
field you enter the History Group name that provides the value to the connection.  Press the 
browse button  to start the History Group Browser and select from existing History Groups or 
create a new History Group.  Click OK in the Group Browser and the selected History Group 
name is placed in the Name field. 
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Target 

 
The target Type determines how the data is placed.  Select the Type as “Direct” and the History 
Group results defined in the Source are placed directly into the cell location given by the Target 
Name field. 
The most important field in the Target section is Name, in which you specify the cell location of 
the connection.  A Name is entered by clicking in the Name field followed by clicking on the 
desired cell in the worksheet.  Alternatively, click on the Name field and then press the collapse 
pushbutton , which collapses the Connection Configurator exposing Excel from which you can 
select a cell. 

How do you select a History Group or start a new one? 
In the Connection Configurator, select the Type as History Group and press the browse button  
for Name to start the History Group Browser. 

 
In here, you select from the listed History Groups, create a new one, modify an existing one or 
delete an obsolete one.  After selecting a History Group, click OK and the selected History Group 
is passed to the Connection Configurator. 
When you select New a dialog presents you with the different types of History Groups that are 
available for the installed historian. 
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Note that not all historians support these options.  The choices of History Group types are 
dependent on the capability of the historian.  Select the type of your choice and press OK to start a 
new History Group. 

What do you configure in a History Group? 
On most historians you need to configure one or more parameters to establish the connection 
between the History Group and the historian.  The Setup tab in the History Group provides these 
settings.  The setup parameters differ from historian to historian.  Typically, you configure a DSN 
(ODBC), or a Server name when pressing the Connect button 

 
The Chapter on your historian in the Data Server Manual explains all particular settings. 
After the connection parameters have been entered, and the connection to the server has been 
established, you can select the Columns tab to configure the historical tags for which you would 
like to retrieve data.   
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Tags are selected in the Tag Name column by clicking on a cell.  A tag browser shows the tag 
names.  The tag browser supports multi-select, allowing you to configure multiple columns easily. 
Different calculation modes can be selected in the Mode column.  Click on the associated cell and 
a list box with available calculations is presented.   

 
Choose the one you require.  The choices are dictated by the capability of the historian. 
You may enter a heading under the Heading column.  If you wish to see a time stamp in the first 
column of the History Group make sure you check the Show Time Stamp in report box. 
The next step in setting up the History Group is to specify the time frame over which you wish to 
retrieve data.  Select the Time tab to enter the time parameters. 
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The History Group provides you a number of methods to configure the retrieval time frame.  
Typically you specify the Start Time first.  To allow the History Group to work with dynamic 
scheduling, configure it to calculate its own start time based on the time of update of the report.  
For instance, with the Now setting in the example above, the retrieval starts at exactly 1 day ago 
and ends at the time of the report update.  Thus, the History Group spans the 24 hours prior to the 
report update.  Other methods of selecting a Start or End Time are available by opening the list: 

 
• Select Today if you wish to anchor the start time to a particular hour or minute in the day.  

By using the Offset, you can set the start back by a number of days. 
• Select Specific if you would like to enter a static date and time.   
• Choose Variable if you wish to read the date and time from variables such as {RG000}.  

These variables can be set externally, e.g., in the scheduler at the start and end of a batch. 
• Select Cell if the start date and time are available on the report worksheet.  The cell 

reference is configured in the format “$A$1” (please note the absolute cell reference).  If 
the target cell contains both the date and the time, you can configure both the Date field 
and the Time field for the same cell.  However, make sure the cell’s format is in the form 
“MM/DD/YY hh:mm:ss”. 

Not all choices may be available for your historian. 
In addition to configuring the time span, you configure the Interval.  With the value in the Number 
of samples field or the value of the Sample values every field you can control the interval of the 
calculations configured on the Columns tab.  For instance, in the example shown above, the 
interval is 1 hour over a time span of 1 day.  As a result, the History Group returns 24 records with 
hourly averages.  
Next to configuring the time parameters, you may set any filters that apply to the data retrieval.  
You can do this is on the Filter tab, if required.  Note that not all historians support a filter. 
After all settings have been entered you enter a name for the History Group in the Name field on 
the top.  Press OK to save the History Group.  Note that the History Group is saved in a file with 
extension .GRP and is located in the Input directory . 

How can I complete my Report Design? 
Please refer to the Completing the Report Design chapter for all the options available to you in 
order to complete and enhance your report design. 
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Report Design for Aggregates 

What are Aggregates? 
Aggregates are calculations that are performed over a period of time.  They provide summary 
calculations over the time period, such as average, minimum, maximum, number of 0-1 transitions 
or the difference in value between two points in time. 
Aggregates are calculated from real-time values, sampled at a frequency determined.  For instance, 
the average value is calculated by sampling a real-time value periodically over a time span. 
In contrast to a historian, all collected samples are not stored, it only maintains enough 
information to calculate the aggregate values at the end of the time span.  Thus it requires hardly 
any storage space. 

When do you use Aggregates? 
You use Aggregates if your system does not have a historian or history database from which you 
can derive the desired calculation.  If your system has a historian, you configure your tags to be 
collected, and use the history or database interface to retrieve the aggregate values over a time 
span.  However, if your system doesn’t have this feature, you can periodically sample the tags and 
calculate aggregate values for your report. 

What do you use Aggregates for? 
Aggregates are used to provide you with summary calculations over a time span.  For analog tags, 
that typically means calculations such as, average, total, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, 
etc.  For example, you can report on hourly electricity usage, flow totals over a day or fluctuations 
of measured performance over a shift. 
For digital tags, a different aggregate functionality is provided.  The number of value transitions 
and the time the tag was On (1) versus Off (0) over a time span can be calculated.  For example, 
you can report on machine utilization, the runtimes of production lines or the time a pump has 
been running over the day. 
If your process contains a totalizer, you may need to calculate the usage over a time span.  
Through an aggregate function you can calculate the difference in value over the time span.  If the 
totalizer has a rollover limit, the aggregate calculation compensates for it. 
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What types of Aggregates are provided? 
There are 3 distinct types of aggregate calculations: 
Statistic Function 
The “Statistic” type provides aggregate calculations on analog tag values.  Each Statistic 
maintains the following aggregate values for the tag: 

• Average value over a time span. 
• Minimum value over a time span. 
• Maximum value over a time span. 
• Total (sum) value over a time span. 
• Maximum Timestamp specifying the time the maximum occurred. 
• Minimum Timestamp specifying the time the minimum occurred. 
• Range of the value over a time span. (Maximum – minimum). 
• Standard Deviation of the value over a time span. 
• Good Count, the number of good values recorded over a time span. 
• Bad Count, the number of bad quality values recorded over a time span. 

Profile Function 
The “Profile” type provides aggregate calculations on digital tag values.   Each Profile aggregate 
maintains the following calculation values for the tag: 

• Total Duration, the accumulated time over a time span in seconds. 
• On Count, the number of times the tag transitioned to on (1). 
• On Duration, the total time the tag was on (1) over a time span. 
• On Percent, the percentage of time the tag was on (1) over a time span. 
• Off Count, the number of times the tag transitioned to off (0). 
• Off Duration, the total time the tag was off (0) over a time span. 
• Off Percent, the percentage of time the tag was off (0) over a time span. 
• Good Count, the number of good values recorded over a time span. 
• Bad Count, the number of bad quality values recorded over a time span. 

Difference Function 
The “Difference” type provides aggregate calculations on analog tag values.   Each Difference 
aggregate maintains the following calculation values for the tag: 

• Difference, the arithmetic difference of the Start Value and End Value. 
• Difference Duration, the duration of the time span. 
• Good Count, the number of good values recorded over the time span. 
• Bad Count, the number of bad quality values recorded over the time span. 

Examples of Aggregate Reports 
1. DailyStatistics.  A daily report that calculates summary data over each minute in the day. 
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Steps to your Aggregate Report 
The aggregates are used in combination with a real-time data source.  Please read the Chapter on 
“Report Design for Real-time Servers” first to be familiar with the report design approach.  The 
steps specific to aggregates are italicized. 
 
Step 1.  Design the Aggregate Functions in the Aggregate Designer: 

• Assign the tags and other attributes to the Aggregate Functions. 
• Add commands in the time-based or event-based schedule to drive the aggregate 

calculations. 
Step 2.  Design the Template as described for Real-time connections: 

• Choose a worksheet organization. 
• Specify the report naming convention. 
• Design the appearance directly in the template. 
• Place the Aggregate Function connection(s) in the template. 
• Optionally, place any Real-time connection(s) in the template. 
• Optionally, add any Excel components required, such as formulas and charts. 
• Test the template in Excel. 
• Save the template. 

Step 3.  Design a schedule to create the report. 
• Add commands in time-based or event-based  schedule to generate the report. 
• Test schedule, save and activate it. 
• Start scheduler and run a complete report. 

Step 4.  Review the report and distribute it to other users. 
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Design your Aggregate Functions 
The Aggregate Designer is where you configure the Aggregate Functions.  The Aggregate 
Designer has 3 tabs to configure each type of Aggregate Function: Statistic, Profile and 
Difference. 

 
Select the tab for the Aggregate type you wish to configure and choose an empty row.  Right-click 
on it and select Add to specify the settings for the Aggregate Function.  

How do you assign a Tag to an Aggregate Function? 
The most essential part of the aggregate configuration is to assign the real-time tag that provides 
the data.  After selecting “Add” or “Modify”, the Modify Configuration menu is opened.  

 
Click on the browse button  next to the Source field.  Select the desired tag on the real-time tag 
browser.  This tag is now used by the aggregate engine to calculate aggregate values. 
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How do you Group Aggregate Functions for Updating and Storing? 
The time the aggregate function is updated is typically combined with other aggregate functions in 
a group.  You need to enter a group number in the Group field.  All tags used in the aggregate 
functions of a group are sampled at the same time, and the aggregate values are stored at the same 
time.   
Note that if you need the aggregate values for the same tag over two different time spans, e.g., one 
hour and one day, you need to configure two aggregate functions with different group numbers. 

How to use Scaling and Rollover on a Difference Function? 
The Difference function provides you with a scaling factor if you need to re-scale the engineering 
units used on a totalizer.  You can enter a multiplication factor in the Scale field on the Modify 
Configuration menu of a Difference function.  For instance, if you totalizer’s engineering units 
are in gallons and you wish to report in mega gallons, you set the scale value to “.000001” 

 
If the totalizer rolls over, i.e., resets to 0 when it reaches its internal limit, you enter the maximum 
number it can reach in the Rollover field.  The Difference function automatically compensates 
when rollover occurs. 

When is the Aggregate Function sampled? 
Each of the aggregate functions requires the assigned tag to be sampled on a regular basis.  
Typically, the Statistic and Profile function need the sample rate to be rather frequent, e.g., once a 
minute, while the Difference function is typically sampled only at the time the value needs to be 
reported.  The sampling of a tag is combined with the sampling of other tags in the same aggregate 
group.  The sampling, or updating of aggregate groups is configured in the Time Based or Event 
Based tabs of the Aggregate Designer. 
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The group can be updated when a time trigger occurs, or when an event trigger occurs.  Based on 
your reporting requirements, you select the tab that provides the desired trigger and choose a free 
row.  Right-click on the row and select “Add” to specify the settings. 

 
In the “Time based Schedule configuration” you select the “UpdateGroup” command and you 
enter a group number in the Group field.  Alternatively, you choose the “UpdateAll” command to 
update all aggregates of the selected Function Type.   
In the Schedule section you configure the periodicity with which the group is updated.  The 
update rate is selectable between once a second and once a year. 
If you wish to use an event trigger to update the group, select a row under the Event based tab and 
configure an event trigger. 

When are the Aggregate Values stored? 
The aggregate functions recalculate their values each time the function is updated.  However, 
before the report can receive the function values, the aggregate function must be stored by a 
“Store” command.  The Store command performs 2 functions: 

1. It copies the current calculation results to a storage area, where the calculation values 
remain available for the report.  They stay unchanged until the next store command. 

2. It resets the running values within the aggregate function, thus preparing for the next 
reporting period. 

The Store command can be issued for a group of aggregates or for all aggregates of a specific 
type.  For a Group Store command, all aggregate functions configured with the same group 
number are stored at the same instance. 
In the “Time based Schedule configuration” you select the “StoreGroup” command and you enter 
a group number in the Group field.  Alternatively, you choose the “StoreAll” command to update 
all aggregates of the selected Function Type.   

 
In the Schedule section you configure the periodicity with which the group is stored.  The 
schedule time is selectable between once a second and once a year.  Note that the aggregate 
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function values that are kept in the stored area will remain constant until the next store command 
occurs. 
If you wish to use an event trigger to store the group, select a row under the Event based tab and 
configure an event trigger. 
It is important to coordinate the scheduling of UpdateBook or UpdateSheet commands that update 
the report with data, with the StoreGroup or StoreAll commands that store the aggregate function 
values.  The UpdateBook or UpdateSheet command should be scheduled after the Store command 
has been scheduled.  Only then is a “fresh” copy of the aggregate values available for the report. 

How to start the Aggregate Collection? 
The aggregate collection is coordinated by the Scheduler.  The update and store commands are 
maintained in an Aggregate schedule file.  This file must be activated in order for the aggregate 
functions to be updated and stored.   The aggregate collection automatically starts when the 
Scheduler program is started.  Typically, the Scheduler is automatically started at system startup.  
You can start and stop the Scheduler manually from the Scheduler menu option in the Aggregate 
Designer.  
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Report Template Design for Aggregates 

How to place Aggregate Connections in the Report Template? 
The values from the aggregate functions are configured in the report template as connections.  In 
the template, select the cell where you wish the aggregate value to be placed.  Open the 
Connection Configurator, and select the connection Type to be “Function”.   

 
The browse button  next to the Name field opens up the Function Browser, where you choose 
the Aggregate Function and the value field of interest.  Each aggregate function has many fields to 
choose from.  Select the desired field and press OK. 

 
For a single aggregate function you may enter multiple connections.  For instance, if you wish to 
report on the “On Count”, the “Off Count”, the “On Duration” and the “Off Duration” of a Profile 
function, you make 4 connections; one for each field type. 
Place all the required Aggregate function values in the template, save the connections and 
continue the report design as described for real-time data.  
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Completing Report Design 

Connection Considerations 

Does the Connection apply to one or more Worksheets? 
This is a very important consideration in the placement of your connections.  If you know that the 
connection always applies to a particular worksheet, select “This Sheet” in the Apply to field.  
With this setting, the UpdateBook command knows exactly where to place each connection, 
especially if it needs to update multiple sheets. 

 
By selecting “This Sheet”, the worksheet name, i.e., “Report” is automatically inserted in the 
Name field and attached to the cell name. 
However, if you wish to apply the connection to multiple worksheets, e.g., to the worksheet of the 
current day in the month, then select “All Sheets” in the Apply to field. 

 
The cell reference in the Name field is not associated with any single worksheet.  This type of 
connection is ignored by the UpdateBook command because it does not know to which sheet to 
apply the connection.  However, an UpdateSheet command applies all these “global” connections 
to the worksheet (in addition to connections that have the correct worksheet name embedded).  For 
instance, on the command UpdateSheet ‘DailyReport.Template’ all connections that have 
embedded the worksheet name “Template” AND connections that have NO worksheet name 
embedded are updated.  However, if the Target Worksheet has been defined for Template e.g., 
{DD}, that sheet is created and updated with all the “global” connections. 

Can Connections be updated individually? 
In some reports it is required to update some connections at the start of the report, and other 
connections at the end of the report within the same worksheet.  For this purpose, connections can 
be grouped together by assigning them a group number.  An UpdateGroupBook or 
UpdateGroupSheet command can update just the connections within that group.   
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For instance, if you assign the connection a Group number 1, you can use the UpdateGroupBook 
command with an additional parameter of 1 to just update connections of group 1. 
In addition, any connections configured for group 0 are updated regardless of what group is 
specified in the UpdateGroupBook or UpdateGroupSheet command.  Consider group 0 to be the 
“global” group. 

How can Connections be moved in the Template? 
Excel does not know about the connections configured.  If you use Excel’s edit tools such as 
Cut/Paste or Insert, it only moves the cell content in the worksheet, but leave the connection(s) at 
the old locations.  Tools to move cells and connections are provided.  Select the cell that you wish 
to operate on and from the Excel menu choose WizReport, Worksheet Edit. 

• Cut and Paste are used to move a cell and its connection. 
• Insert Cells is used to insert a column or row at the selected position. 
• Delete Cells is used to remove a column or row at the selected position. 

To delete a connection, select the Connection Configurator and delete the connection in there. 

Options Available 
Now that you have identified and designed your report template, the following options are 
available to you to complete your report template design. 

How do you use Excel Calculations? 
Excel’s main strength lies in the embedded calculations it provides.  These calculations come in 
very handy when you want to perform calculations on data values retrieved through data 
connections. 
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In the example shown, the Excel SUM function is used to calculate the Total Flow over each 
station over the month.  In addition, Excel calculates the sum over the 4 stations (across each row). 
Calculations can be pre-built before the values are placed in the report; you just reference the 
cell(s) where the data is written at an update. 

How do you use Excel Graphs? 
Another Excel strength lies in the graphs and charts it provides.  A chart readily illustrates any 
data values retrieved from the data connections. 
The charts used are regular Excel charts, created with the Excel Chart Wizard. 

 
When using a History Group connection, you build the chart in the template and link the chart to 
the data area where the connection values are later placed.  As the History Group results are placed 
in the report, the chart comes to live. 

When to use Management Functions? 
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Sometimes, the size of the History Group’s return data area varies, e.g., a History Group may 
produce anywhere from 1 to 10000 return rows.  If you wish to add a sum calculation to each row, 
you would need to provide these calculations for the worst-case scenario, meaning that you would 
have to pre-build 10000 calculations.  If your report ends up with only a few rows, you would 
have many rows of unused calculations that still need to be stored in the Excel file. 
In the same way, if you wish to link from a data range to a chart, not knowing the size (depth) of 
the data range, you would need to link for the worst case.  If, after the updates, only a small 
number of data rows have been placed, the chart would look almost empty. 
A variety of Management Functions are provided that are specifically designed to deal with these 
situations.  All of them are able to determine the size of a data range and apply only the specific 
number of rows in the data range to the function.  The most common of these functions perform: 

• Chart fitting.  This function finds the bottom of a data range and fits only that number of 
rows to the extent of a chart.  As a result, the chart is always fully populated with data. 

• Formatting.  This function finds the extent of the data range and copies the cell 
formatting from the top line of the data range throughout the rest of the data range.  

• Inserting of calculations.  Copies calculations alongside a data range. 
• Sorting.  Sorts the rows in a data range based on defined criteria. 
• Filtering.  This function provides row filtering over the extent of the data range. 
• Lookup.  This function does a lookup of values based on a column of the data range and 

inserts matching values found in a lookup table in the target column in the data range. 
• Analysis.  A number of statistical analysis functions, such as covariance and correlation 

calculations can be applied to a data range. 
Any combination of these functions can be used in the template to manage the outcome of a report 
with a variable sized data range.  You can select the Management functions from WizReport, 
Management Configurator. 

 
The Reference Guide has a full chapter dedicated to these functions, please refer to it for more 
details. 

How do you test the Report Template? 
If you have finished the template and are ready to test, first save the template.  In the menu bar, 
select WizReport, Template, Save.   
Testing of the template is performed inside Excel.  From the menu bar select WizReport, 
Worksheet Execute.  A small execution panel is opened through which you perform your testing.  
The panel has a list of basic commands that you can select.  Typically, you only require the 
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UpdateSheet command, which is the default command.  Note that in the Layout Expert, you use 
the UpdateSection command. 
The Worksheet Execute panel lists the name of the template workbook, and the current worksheet 
from which you launched the panel. 

 
If you perform an UpdateSheet or UpdateSection command, the following functions are 
performed: 

1. The Set Names definition for the source worksheet is checked first.  If a target worksheet 
name is configured, it creates it in this workbook.  If the target worksheet already exists, 
it checks if it is configured with Overwrite.  If so, creates a new target report worksheet. 
If no target worksheet name is configured, the source worksheet is targeted for the 
update. 

2. All connections and sections are evaluated and the ones belonging to this worksheet are 
applied.  For UpdateSheet, connections that have the source worksheet name embedded 
in their target cell AND the connections that have NO worksheet name embedded apply 
for update.  For UpdateSection, the section specified is updated.  The values are retrieved 
from the database and placed in the target worksheet. 

3. If you have any management connections configured, they are applied after the data has 
been placed. 

You can now verify the results.  Typically you may need to adjust cell formatting.  Remember that 
you are viewing the results on the target worksheet.  All adjustments should be made to the 
template or framework worksheet first (even if that does not show any data)! 
After you have performed your testing and made modifications, delete the target worksheet (unless 
it is the same as the source worksheet) from the template workbook.  Save the template, and the 
design is done. 
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Schedule Design 

Running the Report Interactively? 
Skip this Chapter. 

What is a Schedule? 
A schedule is a list of instructions describing what actions or commands to perform and when to 
perform them.  The schedule is designed to update one or more reports at a particular time or event 
automatically. 
Other commands to print the report, email it or convert it to HTML or PDF can be added to 
complete the report lifecycle.  The list of commands is stored in a schedule file. 
The execution of multiple schedule files is supported.  It combines the commands from all active 
schedule files and constantly monitors the time and the list of events to trigger any commands that 
are active.  It is probably easiest to design a new schedule file for each report. 

 

When do you want to Update the Report with Data? 
If you wish the report to be updated at a regular time interval, select the Time Based tab on the 
Schedule Designer (default).  Select the first open line, right-click and select Add to configure the 
settings for a schedule line. 
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In the Command area at the top, you specify the command you wish to perform.  This area is the 
same for the Time based and Event based schedules.  For the selected command you specify the 
associated parameters.  To update a worksheet in the report with new data, first select the 
UpdateSheet command and then specify the name of the template followed by the worksheet you 
wish to update, e.g., “UpdateSheet ‘DailyHistory.Template’ ”. 
If you use the Layout Expert to generate you template, you select the UpdateSection command 
with the name of your section to generate a new report.  
If your report consists of multiple pages to be updated, select the UpdateBook command and 
specify the name of the template to be updated.  All these update commands create a new report 
workbook or report worksheet when required (as defined in the Set Names property of the 
template). 
Other Commands 

1. If you need to update certain connection groups at certain times, you use the 
UpdateGroupBook command to update the connections of the specified group number 
throughout all pages of the workbook.  If you need to update the grouped connections on 
one sheet only, use the UpdateGroupSheet command.  Both these update commands can 
create a new report workbook or report worksheet when required (as defined in the Set 
Names property of the template). 

2. If you wish to control the creation of workbooks or worksheet, use the CopyBook and 
CopySheet commands.  These commands create a copy of the template workbook or 
worksheet.  The source and target name are specified as parameters to these commands.  
For instance, “CopyBook ‘DailyReport’ ‘DailyReport{DD}{MMM}{YYYY}’ “ creates 
a copy of template DailyReport and names it after the day.   
Note that these commands are provided for backward compatibility, and in most cases are 
not required anymore because you should use the Set Names property in the template. 

3. Printing of the report is done through two commands: PrintBook, which prints all pages 
in the report workbook or PrintSheet, to print a specific worksheet in the report.  The 
PrintBook command requires the workbook name as argument.  Note that you may 
specify the name of the template workbook.  The name of the current report workbook is 
derived and printed.  The PrintSheet command requires the name of the worksheet as 
well as the workbook name.  Again, you can specify the template name followed by the 
template worksheet name and the current sheet is printed.  The printer name is passed as 
the second argument with the command. 

 
In the shown example, the report worksheet is first updated and then printed. 
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4. The report can be converted to a web page by the SaveBookHTML command, which 
converts all pages in the workbook to a group of linked HTML pages.  A single 
worksheet in the report is converted with the SaveSheetHTML command.  For each 
command you specify the source workbook name and worksheet name followed by the 
target Web Page. 

5. (Real-time systems only!)  If the report is updated over time and uses the Counter 
function to control the Column connection offset, use the Reset command to start the 
placement back at the reference cell.  The Reset command takes one argument: the name 
of the counter, e.g., Reset ‘CR000’. 

6. (Real-time systems only!)  If you wish to set a Tag in the real-time server when the report 
is finished, you use the RunApplication command.  In here you call the XLRSetValue 
program with the name of the tag and its new value.  For instance, “RunApplication 
‘XLRsetvalue’ ‘MyTagname 0’ ” to send a value of 0 to tag ‘MyTagname”. 

7. For simplicity, the remaining commands are not discussed.  They can be reviewed in the 
Commands chapter of the Reference Guide. 

In the Schedule area at the bottom of the Time Based schedule you configure the execution 
interval.  The interval ranges from once a second to once a year, with common intervals of daily, 
weekly, monthly and quarterly in the middle.  The example shows a daily execution at midnight.   

 
If your report needs to update every hour, select Continuous, and specify an Interval of 
“01:00:00”.  The Time field is used to synchronize the executions.  If you wish to synchronize the 
hourly execution with the whole hour, set the Time to “00:00:00”, if you wish to update each hour 
at the half hour, set the Time to “00:30:00”.  Note that the Continuous execution does NOT wait 
until “00:00:00” to start, it just makes sure it synchronizes with the setting in the Time field. 
If you have access to a real-time server you can also configure event scheduling.  In the Schedule 
area of the Event Based schedule you specify the event that triggers the command.  The event 
consists of a condition, such as OnTrue and a Poll tag, selected from the real-time server. 

 
You can select from a number of conditions that all start with “On”.  This group of conditions 
triggers a command only on the initial edge of the condition (when it happens first).  Selections 
are: 

• OnTrue.  Triggers when the Poll tag becomes 1. 
• OnFalse.  Triggers when the Poll tag becomes 0. 
• OnGreater.  Triggers when the Poll tag becomes greater than a specified number. 
• OnLess.  Triggers when the Poll tag becomes less than a specified number. 
• OnEqual.  Triggers when the Poll tag equals (within a deadband) a specified number. 
• OnChange.  Triggers when the Poll tag changes (by more than the deadband). 

All these conditions are one-shot triggers, they only occur the first time the condition is true.  A 
second group of conditions can provide sustained triggering at a specified interval.  For instance, 
the WhileTrue condition provides multiple triggers, generated at each configured interval, as long 
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as the Poll tag is equal to 1.  In addition to the conditions listed above, the second half of the list 
contains conditions, where each condition starts with “While”. 

When is a new Report File created? 
A new report workbook or report worksheet is automatically created by an UpdateBook, 
UpdateSection or UpdateSheet command (as defined in the Set Names property of the template).  
If the target workbook name defined in the template uses NameTypes, such as {DD}, {MMM} or 
{YY}, then the NameType is resolved and the file name is checked to see if it exists.  If it does not 
exist, it first copies the template workbook into the target file and then updates the target with 
values. 
The UpdateSheet and UpdateSection commands go a step further.  If the target book does not yet 
exist, it creates it.  Then it checks if the target worksheet exists and if required, creates it.  In this 
way, a single command takes care of the workbook and worksheet management, as well as it 
updates the report with data. 
For backward compatibility, and for some specific needs, you may use of the CopyBook and the 
CopySheet commands.  Using these commands you can take full control over the workbook and 
worksheet generation. 

What if the report is executed on or after midnight? 
If you wish to execute a report reflecting the values of the previous day, what better time to do it 
than midnight?  That is very true, but it also brings some complications.  At midnight the date has 
incremented.  All NameTypes in the report name, such as {DD}, {MM} or {YY} point at the next 
day.  But what if you wish to give this report yesterdays date stamp?  Fortunately, you have a 
setting for exactly this purpose; it keeps the NameTypes in the report name (or worksheet name) 
“frozen” for a specified time.  In the Set Names property of the template, where the Report name 
is defined, you can find a parameter named “Calculate Target Names using an offset of “.  It lets 
you set the number of minutes to hold the date stamp into the new day.  If you want your report 
names to reflect yesterday, and you execute the report update at midnight, then set the field 
“Calculate Target Names using an offset of “ to 1 minute.   

 
The above example reflects a report that can be updated at midnight (00:00:00) and still use 
yesterday’s date.  Make sure that all commands, e.g., PrintSheet, for this report are scheduled 
before 00:00:59 AM, because up to and including that time the NameTypes maintain their values.  
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If you want to keep the report name and worksheet name constant until 8:00 AM, then set this 
field to 481 (= 8 hours + 1 minute). 
If your report uses the Layout Expert and consists of sections, the same functionality applies. 

When is the Report finished and then distributed? 
The report is finished when all updates for the reporting period have been performed.  For a one-
shot report, a single update command populates the report with data and completes it.  After the 
UpdateBook or UpdateSheet command, the report can be printed (if required) with a PrintBook or 
PrintSheet command.  If the report needs to be distributed in HTML or PDF format the respective 
commands can be issued.  The commands are added in top to bottom order to the schedule; all 
their execution times can be set to the identical time.  Note that schedule lines, which are 
scheduled at the same time, are executed in order of top to bottom. 
If a report updates over time, its update rate is set at a particular rate, e.g., every hour on a daily 
report.  The report is finished when a new reporting period is encountered, such as a new day has 
started, causing the {DD} NameType to change and thus creating a new report file.  The report is 
completed after the last update is performed within the reporting period, e.g., a day.  The print and 
other commands can thus be timed at this last update time.  The lines with these commands need 
to be placed below the UpdateBook or UpdateSheet command to ensure proper order of execution. 

 
In the example shown, the report is update every hour.  Each day at midnight, the UpdateSheet 
command creates a new report file (DailyReport_{DD}{MMM}{YY}) and this report is updated 
24 times.  The last time it updates is at 23:00:00.  The PrintSheet command can be executed 
anywhere between 23:00:00 and 23:59:59 to print this daily report. 
After a new report is created, the old file is not written to anymore, and it stays in the Output 
directory.  From here it can be viewed or moved for archival based on the user’s requirements. 

Is the Report ready to run automatically? 
Before you deploy the schedule you first should test it.  The Schedule Designer program allows 
you to test-fire each line.  Select a line and right click.  From the pop up menu, select Execute and 
the specified command is performed.  Execute the lines one by one, from top to bottom.  This 
verifies the parameters that are configured and ensures the logical order.  Note that the Schedule 
Designer requires Excel to be closed, but the Scheduler itself does not have this requirement. 
After all lines execute to your satisfaction, save the schedule and give it a proper file name.  The 
extension is “.SCH”.  While saving the file, the Schedule Designer opens up the activation 
window.  In here, you select your schedule file and double click on it to make it an active 
schedule.  The “x” indicates an active schedule.  The numbers of Time and Event lines for each 
schedule file are displayed.  The total number of time lines for all schedules combined cannot 
exceed 250. 
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Only active schedules are processed by the Scheduler program.  The Scheduler combines all lines 
from active schedules and monitors them for triggers. 
The Scheduler is a separate program from the Schedule Design program.  The Scheduler can be 
started from the Schedule Designer, but typically is started in the Start Up menu of the system, or 
it can run as a Service. 
To start the Scheduler, select in the Schedule Designer menu Scheduler, Start. 
To start the Scheduler as a service, select Scheduler, Setup and check the “Install as a Service” 
box.  Specify the user account and password of your current account and start the Scheduler. 

What does the Report look like? 
After the Scheduler has updated a report, the report file exists in the Output directory.  The easiest 
way to view the report is in Excel, where you select WizReport, Report, Open from the Designer 
menu. 
This presents you with the list of reports.  Select your report and it is shown in Excel. 
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Generating a Report Interactively 

Overview 
You may skip this section if it is not required. 
What does it mean to run a report interactively?  You select a report template and generate a report 
instantaneously.  The report is based on a number of variables you set just before you generate the 
report. 
The Interactive Tool provides a simple environment to set all report variables and then run and 
review the report. 
The Interactive tool contains a list of variables for which you fill in the desired value.  Examples 
of variables are: Start Date, End Date, Country, etc. 

 
Interactive reporting is most useful with database servers or history servers.   

• With database servers you may have a wide range of variables that you can set externally. 
These variable(s) are originally specified in the query for this report template.  Instead of 
hard coding a filter value in the query, you may use a variable, e.g., “ Sales.OrderDate > 
{RG000}”.  The Interactive tool allows you to enter a date value in variable RG000.  
Before the query is passed to the server, the text “{RG000}” is replaced with the entered 
date value.  Thus, the query is controlled from the Interactive tool.  Multiple variables can 
be used in an interactive report. 

• With history servers you may set the start date /time and the end date/time of the report.  
For instance, in the History Group configuration you can specify the start date as 
{RG000}, the start time as {RG001}, the end date as {RG002} and the end time as 
{RG003}.  The Interactive tool allows you to enter date and time values in each of those 
4 variables.  Before the History Group settings are passed to the server, the variables are 
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replaced with the entered date values.  Thus, the History Group is controlled from the 
Interactive tool. 

Interactive Designer 
In the Interactive Designer program you set the properties of each variable.  While the template is 
open in Excel, select WizReport, Interactive Designer.  The Interactive Designer analyzes the 
queries and History Groups used in the template.   

 
It presents a list of the variables that are found in the queries and/or history groups.  For each 
variable, you specify the data type and a prompt.  A new value for a variable can be entered 
through a simple entry field or through a list.  In the Designer you can specify all possible list 
entries that the user may select from.  Alternatively, you may specify a particular database query 
to fill the list, e.g., a list of distinct countries retrieved from the database. 
Last, you specify the commands required to generate the report, e.g., UpdateSection 
‘CountrySales.Section01’, or UpdateSheet ‘DailyHistory.Report’ on the Commands tab. 
All instructions for the Interactive Tool are stored in a Prompt file (extension .PRO), which has 
the same name as the report template workbook.  The same Prompt file is also used by the 
separate Interactive tool that runs outside Excel. 
When the report is generated, the naming conventions as defined in the WizReport, Template, Set 
Names menu still apply, so the report may create new sheets.  The new worksheet names can be 
named after the variable, thus creating worksheets named after the data entry in the Interactive 
Tool. 
With the setting Assign to the variable repeatedly the Interactive Tool uses the multi-select 
feature in a variable list to create multiple reports on individual worksheets.   
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For instance, when multi-selecting “Canada, Mexico, USA” from the list of countries, three new 
reports in worksheets named after these countries are created in a single button press on the 
Interactive Tool. 

 
The Interactive Tool can be run from inside Excel, but also as a separate program on the desktop, 
or as part of an HMI system. 
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Interactive Tool 
When running outside Excel, the Interactive Tool provides you with an environment where you 
can select your report template, enter the variable settings, generate the report and view the results.  
In addition to just letting you view the report, the Interactive tool can be configured to provide 
more functionality.  In the Prompt file of the template, you may configure other commands than 
the one that just updates the report.  Additional commands can send the report to the printer, save 
it as a web page, archive it on another drive, reset variables, execute a third party program or do all 
of these. 
The Interactive Tool can be started from the Program Group.  It can also be started from the 
command line as program “XLRiDisplay.exe /t”, where the /t switch forces the program to be 
always on top. 

 
The above example shows a completed report displayed in the Interactive tool.  Note that in order 
to retrieve the report in the viewer you have to configure a SaveSheetHTML command after the 
UpdateSheet command. 
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Report Distribution 

Overview 
A rich set of methods is provided to deliver a report to the user, at the right time at the right place.  
Reports can be created in Excel file format, as web pages, as emails, as PDF files or simply as 
printed documents.  These are all standard formats and can be handled by a multitude of 
applications.  However, not all applications are user friendly or secure enough to be considered.  
For this reason, a number of optional programs are available to assist you in delivering the report 
in the way you require.  This Chapter describes these options. 

XWeb Director 
XWeb Director is the best way to automatically create and maintain a web site of web-enabled 
reports without any custom programming or learning of new technologies.  This gives everyone in 
the organization easy access to any web enabled report. 
Each time a new report is web enabled, XWeb Director updates the web site’s home page and 
provides navigation to the report.  With a wide assortment of web site styles to choose from, a 
configurable set of user menus and flexible directory displays, all web site requirements are easily 
met.   
XWeb Director does not require an IIS server.  The web site it creates can be generated and 
maintained on a file server and accessed by anybody with access to that server.  However, if a 
more global distribution is required, a web site can be produced on a company intranet, as well as 
on the Internet. 
The main components of XWeb Director are as follows: 
Designer : The designer is used to create the directory web page layout and to define the file 
directories, which contain the web pages to be included. 
Publisher : The publisher executes the configuration files developed in the Designer. 

XMailer 

XMailer is a delivery system that automatically distributes reports by email periodically or on an 
event.  It can also be fully integrated into an HMI display and used on-demand.  The software 
provides all the tools needed to configure and send a complete email. 
XMailer contains all the features you would expect from a good emailing program including: 
group mailings, address book access, carbon copies, attachments and configurable signatures. 
The main components of XMailer are as follows: 
Builder : The builder is used to create email templates that define recipients, messages and 
attachments. 
Sender : The sender executes the email template developed in the Builder.  
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XLViewer 
XLViewer provides a secure way for viewing workbook reports (XLS format) in the HMI’s 
displays or from the command line without the need to open Excel.  The files available for 
viewing are configured so that users are restricted to only see the reports they are authorized to 
view.  The user can browse or print reports without having the ability to alter any data.  The secure 
environment of XLViewer allows the safe sharing of reports between the plant floor, the 
engineering department and the front office.  The main components of XLViewer are as follows: 
Designer : The designer creates operator environments that determine the behavior of the 
XLViewer when it is deployed.  Settings such as the window behavior, window style, position, 
size, the report directories and much more are configured in the designer. 
Viewer : The viewer uses the configurations developed in the designer to display the report(s).  It 
can be integrated into an HMI display and launched from a pushbutton press. 

PDFdriver and PDFviewer 
A built-in PDFdriver as well as an easy to use, secure PDFviewer program is provided.  There is 
no need for any the Adobe Acrobat or Reader programs to create a PDF file or view it.  The PDF 
components are well suited for secure processes, where secure files must be produced.  In the 
pharmaceutical industry, with its 21CFR Part 11 regulations, PDF files are often used.   The 
PDFviewer provides a secure viewing environment for PDF reports.  The main components of the 
PDF option are as follows: 
PDFdriver : The PDFdriver is implemented as a printer driver.  After the report is updated, a print 
command (PrintBook or PrintSheet) converts the XLS file in a PDF file and stores it in the PDF 
directory.  Many attributes of the PDF file can be configured, such as encryption level and access 
features. 
PDFviewer : The secure environment of the PDFviewer allows the safe sharing of reports 
between the plant floor, the engineering department and the front office. 
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Troubleshooting 

Runtime Error List 
• Err001:  Failed to initialize.  Cannot continue": 

This error occurs when the Collector is not able to initialize the OLE library, when the 
Collector application fails, or when the Collector fails with your Operating system.  This is a 
critical error.  The only recommendation for fixing this error is to make sure you have 
fulfilled all the System Requirements. 

• Err002:  Failed to read information.  Cannot continue: 
This error occurs when the Collector fails to read the registry settings for it.  These settings 
should have been set during installation.  Try to uninstall and re-install. 

• Err003:  Command not supported: 
This error indicates the command that the Collector attempted to execute is not a valid 
command.  To remedy this error, check the syntax of the command to make sure it is one 
supported.  This error is most likely to occur when executing commands from VBA or from 
the Command Line.  Bear in mind, the Commands are case sensitive, so pay particular 
attention to the syntax of each command as documented. 

• Err004:  Parameter 1 in Command is invalid: 
This error indicates the first parameter specified for a command is not a valid parameter.  To 
remedy this error, check the syntax and compatibility of both the command and the first 
parameter. 

• Err005:  Parameter 1 in Command line is too long: 
This error indicates the first parameter for a command is more than 120 characters.  Please 
keep this in mind when naming workbooks, worksheets, macros, and schedules. 

• Err006:  Parameter 2 in Command is invalid: 
This error indicates the second parameter specified for a command is not a valid parameter.  
To remedy this error, check the syntax and compatibility of both the command and the second 
parameter. 

• Err007:  Parameter 2 in Command line is too long: 
This error indicates the second parameter for a command is more than 120 characters.  
Parameters can only be up to 120 characters including all required punctuation.  Please keep 
this in mind when naming workbooks, worksheets, macros, and schedules. 

• Err008:  Failed to read from OS Registry: 
This error indicates a problem with the Registry settings of your system.  These registry 
settings are set during installation.  This error primarily occurs with function settings. Try to 
uninstall and re-install. 

• Err009:  Failed to write to OS Registry: 
This error indicates a problem with the Registry settings of your system.  Try to uninstall and 
re-install. 
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• Err010:  Failed to open file: 
This error indicates that there is a problem with the XLD file or with the function database file 
(known as XLRdatabase.reg).  This error normally occurs when the Collector tries to open file 
XLRdatabase.reg or the XLD of the report.  To remedy this error, make sure the XLD file 
exists in your Input directory. 

• Err011:  Failed to read from file: 
This error indicates a corrupted data file that cannot be read from.  Delete the XLD file and 
rebuild the connections. 

• Err012:  Failed to write to file: 
This error indicates a corrupted data file that cannot be written to.  Delete the XLD file and 
rebuild the connections. 

• Err013:  Function not supported: 
This error indicates that the Collector attempts to process an illegal function name.  Check the 
command and its parameters.  Please note, functions are case sensitive, so verify the syntax of 
the function you specified with the documentation. 

• Err014:  Function does not support the command: 
This error indicates the function selected does not support the command selected.  Each 
function supports its own set of commands. 

• Err015:  Invalid function address: 
This error indicates that the number of the function selected is out of bounds.  To remedy this 
problem, make sure the function selected is within the range of functions provided. 

• Err016:  Function field is not valid: 
This error occurs when the field is not a valid field for the function selected.  To remedy this 
error, check the validity of the field for the function selected. 

• Err017: Error processing parameters: 
This error indicates an error when the Collector attempts to process parameters.  This error 
occurs when the setting within curly braces does not have a value.  To remedy this error, 
check the syntax of the parameters. 

• Err018:  Failed to connect to data server: 
This error occurs when the Collector cannot connect to the real-time data server of your HMI 
system.  Make sure your HMI system is running. 

• Err019:  Failed to connect to history server: 
This error indicates an error in connecting to the data in the history server.  This may occur if 
the Server is not defined, is not running, or when there is an illegal name in a connection. To 
remedy this error, check the Server configuration in the Configuration program and check the 
names of the history connections configured in the XLD file. 

• Err020:  Error in start time/date: 
This error occurs when an invalid start time or start date is set.  This error only occurs with 
History Group connections.  To fix this error, check the start date and start time settings for 
the History Group(s) in your template. 

• Err021:  Error in time interval: 
This error occurs when an invalid time interval is set.  This error only occurs with History 
Group connections.  To fix this error, check the interval setting in the History Group(s) in 
your template. 

• Err022:  Error in time span: 
This error occurs when an invalid time span is set.  This error only occurs with certain History 
Group connections.  To fix this error, check the span setting for the History Group(s) in your 
template. 
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• Err023:  Failed to read server data: 
This error occurs when the History Group Time setting is valid, but the Collector still cannot 
read history data from the server.  To remedy this problem, make sure the History Group 
Time settings correspond with historical data collected by your HMI system. 

• Err024:  Excel not available: 
This error only occurs when the Collector cannot connect to Excel; this is a critical error.  
COM has failed, or Excel files have been corrupted. 

• Err025:  Workbook does not exist: 
This error occurs when the workbook specified does not exist.  Check and make sure the 
workbook specified has the proper syntax and that the specified worksheet is stored in the 
specified directory. 

• Err026:  Workbook not available: 
This error occurs when the Collector attempts to execute a command while Excel already has 
the workbook specified open.  The results of the command are stored in an overflow file. To 
remedy this problem, keep the Excel workbook closed after deploying the Scheduler for that 
workbook 

• Err027:  Worksheet not available: 
This error occurs when the Collector attempts to execute a command from the scheduler while 
Excel is opened with the worksheet specified opened.  The results the command gets are 
stored in an overflow file created. To remedy this problem, keep the Excel worksheet closed 
after deploying the Scheduler for that workbook 

• Err028:  Failed to copy workbook file: 
This error occurs when the Collector attempts to copy a workbook and fails, or if the file 
already existed.  Check the syntax of the command. 

• Err029:  Failed to copy connection file: 
This error occurs when the Collector attempts to copy a workbook and fails to copy the 
connection file for that workbook.   

• Err030:  Failed to restore overflow file: 
This error indicates that you attempted to restore an overflow file but the workbook you 
attempted to restore still cannot be accessed.  This error causes an archive file to be created 
out of your overflow file.  To restore an archive file, you must first rename it as an overflow 
file. 

• Err031:  File is not the correct version: 
This error indicates the file you are using with the Collector is not a correct version.  To 
remedy this problem, run the Upgrader to insert the proper version number in all your report 
files.  This error also may occur when you try to execute a report file built for another HMI 
type. 

• Err032:  Registration Timed Out 
This error occurs when you are using an Evaluation (Demo) version.  The Evaluation version 
has a limited time frame and this error is generated when that time frame is up.  To remedy 
this error, extend your evaluation trial. 

• Err033:  Memory Allocation Error 
Your system does not have enough memory to complete its tasks.  It is recommended that you 
reboot the system, as this error indicates fatal resource problems. 

• Err034:  Error Reading Historical Sample Count: 
This error is caused when too many history samples are requested.  Reduce the number by 
making the Time Frame smaller, or the Interval larger. 
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• Err035:  Error Running Application 
The RunApp Command returned an error.  Likely, the name or the path to the Executable is 
incorrect. 

• Err036:  OPC Server Not Defined 
The OPC Server name has not been defined.  Open the Configuration program and enter the 
OPC Server name.   

• Err037:  Analysis failed.  Please ensure the ToolPak has been enabled. 
This error indicates an error with the XLRcore add-in provided.  Make sure that add-in has 
been installed into Excel. 

• Err038:  Too many history groups defined. 
You have configured too many history group connections in your report.  You cannot have 
more than 20 history group connections in a single report. 

• Err039:  Layout sheet not found, cannot continue. 
This error occurs when you are executing an UpdateSection command and the workbook you 
have specified does not contain the Layout worksheet. 

• Err040:  Source sheet not found, cannot continue. 
This error occurs when you are executing an UpdateSheet or UpdateGroupSheet command 
and the workbook you have specified does not contain the source worksheet you have 
specified. 

• ErrCom 
This error indicates an error with COM.   
If the error message indicates “Invalid Index”, the command tried to address a worksheet 
name in the workbook that does not exist.  Verify the existence, or creation of the affected 
worksheet. 
 
If the error message indicates “Unknown error 0x800A03EC” while the command tries to 
perform an update with a database connection, the Query is very likely invalid.  Please verify 
the Query. 
 
If none of the above applies, contact Axeda SAS for guidance. 
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System Check 
The System Check program provides you with diagnostics for configuration settings, connectivity 
and registration. 

 

Running the System Check 
The system checks perform a number of tests to verify that the system has been configured with 
basic settings to successfully connect with its real-time and history servers.  If a test fails, the text 
field provides detailed instructions to resolve the problem. 
System Check 
The following tests are performed when System Check is pressed. 

1. Test the settings for the real-time server.  
2. A connectivity test with the real-time server is performed.  This test connects with the 

server, making sure that it is running, and enabled for external connections. 
3. The settings for the history server are tested. 
4. A connectivity test with the history server is performed. 
5. The location of the internal database is checked. 
6. The locale date setting is displayed, as this may affect history data retrieval.  Note that the 

regional short date setting of “dd-MMM-yy” is not supported by the history functions.  
Please change this to a different setting with digits only. 
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After all tests have successfully completed, tests to retrieve real-time values and to test History 
Groups can be performed. 
Real-time Check 
This test allows you to specify specific tags (within the tag browser) and retrieve the current real-
time values, validating the connection.  Note that you may use the multi-select capability in the tag 
browser to retrieve multiple tags. 

 
History Check 
This test brings up the History Group Browser, validating the connection.  A number of History 
Group interfaces present you with a preview mode, in which you test the actual data retrieval. 
Database Check 
This test brings up the Query Browser, validating the connection.  The Query Browser presents 
you with a preview mode, in which you test the actual data retrieval. 
 
Applications: Configuration 
If the tests indicate a problem with any settings, start the Configuration program from the 
Applications menu to resolve the issue. 
Applications: Registration 
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If the tests indicate a registration issue, start the Registration program from the Applications menu 
to resolve the issue. 
Diagnostic Codes 
A diagnostic code appears if certain tests performed by the System Check fail.  Please follow the 
instructions provided by the code in order to remedy the problem. 

Status Log 
The Status Log is a powerful tool to troubleshoot reporting errors.  In the Status Log Viewer you 
can review the history of the commands that have been executed.  For each command the time 
stamp of the execution and the status (success vs. error) is documented. 

 
The most recent command is listed at the top.  All commands logged contain a time and date 
stamp.  Unsuccessful commands are denoted with "Err".  See the Error List for specific errors. 
Every command processed by the Collector is logged in a log file, regardless, where the command 
was generated from, i.e., the Scheduler, the Worksheet Executer, or the Command Line.  All of the 
commands processed and recorded in a single day are saved in a single log file.  That log file is 
named denoting the year, month, and day the commands occurred.  For example, all the 
commands processed by the Collector on December 31, 2005 would be stored in the log file, 
20051231. 
In addition, any command that uses a NameType shows that NameType resolved in the Status Log 
Viewer. 
For example, the command: 
Set ‘RG007’ ‘{YYYY}_{MMM}’ 
shows in the Status Log Viewer 
Set ‘RG007’ ‘2005_Feb’ 
Where 2005 is the four-digit year and Feb is short for the month February. 
At installation, a Log directory is created in the installation directory.  All of the log files 
generated can be found in the Log directory. 
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Copyright, License, and Warranty 

Software License Agreement 
WizReportTM XL is a trademark of Axeda Systems SAS. 
WizReportTM XL is based on XLReporterTM from SyTech, Inc. 
 
XLReporter and XLR are trademarks of SyTech, Inc. 
Copyright 2000-2005, SyTech, Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
 
This License allows you to: 
Use the software on only one (1) computer.  If you want to use this software program on more 
than one (1) computer, you need to purchase additional copies of this software from your dealer, 
or purchase a multi-unit license. 
Make one copy of the software program for backup purposes.  The backup copy must contain the 
complete program name, copyright and trademark notices.  Backup copies are for your use only 
and cannot be assigned or transferred to another person or used on another computer. 

 
RESTRICTIONS.  You may not sell, rent, lease, loan, transfer, distribute, copy electronically or 
transfer any copy or part of this program. 
NO REVERSE COMPILATION.  You may not modify, translate, disassemble, decompile or 
create derivative works of this software program or any copy in whole or in parts. 
NO OTHER RIGHTS.  Except as stated herein, this Agreement does not grant you any rights to 
patents, copyrights, trade secrets, trade names, trademarks (whether registered or unregistered) or 
any other rights, franchises in respect to this software program and its documentation. 
TERM.  This License is effective until terminated.  You may terminate it at any time by 
destroying the software program together with backup copies.  Axeda or SyTech may terminate 
this License immediately if you fail to comply with any of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement.  You agree upon such termination to destroy the software program, the documentation 
and any and all copies thereof. 
TRANSFER.  You may not transfer, sublicense or assign the license or the program except as 
expressly provided in this agreement.  Any attempt otherwise to sublicense, assign or transfer any 
of the rights, duties or obligations hereunder is void. 
WARRANTY DISCLAIMER/LIMITED WARRANTY.  This software is provided “as is” 
without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, included, but not limited to the implied 
warranties of merchantability and fitness for any particular purpose.  The entire risk as to the 
quality and performance of the software and its documentation is with you.  Should the software 
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prove defective, you (and not Axeda or SyTech) assume the entire cost of all necessary servicing, 
repair, or corrections.  Some states do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties, so the above 
exclusion may not apply to you.  This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also 
have other rights which vary from state to state. 
MEDIA WARRANTY.  To the original purchase only, Axeda or SyTech warrants that the 
magnetic disks on which the software is recorded to be free of defects and faulty workmanship 
under normal service and use for a period of 90 days from the date the software is purchased and 
delivered to you.  Your exclusive remedy in the event of a defect in the disks is limited to 
replacements of the disks. 
LIMITATIONS OF REMEDIES.  In no event will Axeda or SyTech be liable to you for any 
damages, including any loss of profits, or other incidental or consequential damages arising out of 
the use or inability to use this software even if Axeda or SyTech has been advised of the 
possibility of such damages, or for any claim by any other party.  Some states do not allow the 
limitations or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above may not 
apply to you. 
 
You acknowledge that you have read this Agreement, understand it and agree to be bound by its 
terms and conditions.  You further agree that it is the complete and exclusive statement of the 
Agreement between you and Axeda and SyTech which supersedes any proposal or prior 
agreement, oral or written and any other communications relating to the subject matter of the 
Agreement. 
GENERAL.  This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the state of Massachusetts.  If any 
provisions of this Agreement shall be held by any court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to 
the law, that provision will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and the remaining 
provisions in this Agreement will remain in full force and effect. 
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